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May the best team win!
The world will be looking at Brazil this summer 
as it hosts the 2016 Olympics. The stage is set 
for an interesting competition this year as the 
International Association of Athletics Federations 
(IAAF) has voted to suspend the Russian Federa-
tion. Its competitors are banned from participa-
tion after testing positive to drug tests. Rumours 
and speculation are circulating concerning other 
countries. Meanwhile, the problem of the Zika 
virus is a concern for participants and spectators 
alike. Precautions are being taken, some more ex-
treme than others, to prevent contamination. One 
English athlete has had his sperm frozen before 
making the journey to the southern hemisphere. 
And, this competition is happening at a time 
when Brazil is having one of the worst political 
crises in its history. 

Due to their international status, the Olympics 
can be as political as they are sporting. In Mexico, 
1968, the African American team raised their 
gloved fists in a Black Power salute, in Munich, 
1972, hostages were taken, in Moscow, 1980 The 
U.S. led a boycott of about 50 countries, following 
the invasion of Afghanistan. So what do the Rio 
2016 Olympics hold in store for us?

PS: This is the summer edition to be enjoyed until 1 
September when the next issue will be available in 
kiosks. Enjoy! 

The surprise result of the referendum on Britain's 
membership of the European Union, rendering 
success to the Leave campaign, was announced 
just before this issue went to press. Therefore, a 
special supplement has been added which you 
will find in the centre of this edition.

L’article est repris sur le CD ou les MP3  
 de conversation : Des interviews en V.O.  
pour améliorer votre compréhension

Tous les articles du magazine sont lus par des 
anglophones  sur le CD (ou les MP3) de lecture

 Retrouvez le reportage vidéo  
lié à l’ article sur vocable.fr 

BONUS

 Rejoignez-nous sur   et suivez-nous sur  et sur 
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IT’S A MAN-ORAMA! 
On fi rst inspection there's nothing awry with this beautiful landscape. But take 
a look closer and you’ll discover that it contains two cunningly concealed people 
that have been cleverly painted into the backdrop. Australian Artist Orly Faya 
Snirs' works are enough to make people do a double-take thanks to breaking up 
the outlines of her subjects with cunning camoufl age. Orly fi rst had the idea 
while in Wee Jasper, Australia, and took three days consulting the settings with 
regards to direction, sun and population of the space to make sure she had all 
the details correct before she picked up her brushes.

man-orama play on words between panorama and man, here meaning portrait / on fi rst inspection when 
seen for the fi rst time / there’s nothing awry with... nothing unusual stands out / landscape here scenery 
of a natural environment / cunningly cleverly / to conceal to hide, disguise / cleverly intelligently, adeptly / 
backdrop background setting / to do a double-take to look again / to break, broke, broken up here, to 
interrupt and obscure, tone down / outline contour / subject person represented in a picture / setting 
environment, decor, scenery, locality / with regards to concerning / population of the space here 
composition / to pick up to take in one’s hand, here to start painting / brush paintbrush.
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L’actualité  en imagesGrand 
angle
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On parle d'eux…
Ceux qui font l'actu

VOCABLE Du 7 juillet au 31 août 2016 • 5

John Hamill

Oprah Winfrey
Oprah Winfrey endorsed Hillary Clinton last month, 
invoking the presumptive Democratic nominee's pres-
idential bid’s campaign slogan: “I’m with her.”  “I really 
believe that is going to happen,” the talk-show mogul 
told Entertainment Tonight of a woman being elected 
President. “It’s about time that we make that decision.” 
“Regardless of your politics, it’s a seminal moment for 
women,” Winfrey added. “What this says is, there is 
no ceiling, that ceiling just went boom! It says any-
thing is possible when you can be leader of the free 
world.”  .
to endorse to approve, support / nominee candidate / bid attempt, here 
candidacy / to happen to take place, become a reality / mogul executive, 
tycoon / it’s about time the time has fi nally come / regardless of 
irrespective / seminal very important, having an infl uence on later 
developments / ceiling ref to the glass ceiling, term for women being unable 
to be promoted as far as men in the structure of business, professions etc / 
to go, went, gone boom to explode (metaphorically) / anything here, 
everything.

Last month, late night comedian John Oliver 
forgave nearly $15 million of medical debt 
with a tap of a giant red button as part of a 
scathing takedown of the debt-purchasing 
industry. Oliver called the giveaway the 
"largest one-time giveaway in television 
history." The stunt followed a long look at 
debt collectors on his HBO show "Last Week 
Tonight," in which Oliver sharply rebuked debt 
purchasers for unscrupulous behavior that is 
limited by hardly any regulatory oversight.

to forgive, forgave, forgiven to cancel / tap 
pressure, gentle hit / scathing extremely critical / 
takedown attack, criticism / debt-purchasing 
buying of debts / giveaway here cancellation of debt 
/ stunt exploit, sthg impressive done to attract 
attention / look here, study / debt collector person 
whose profession is to collect overdue debts / HBO 
American cable television channel / sharply severely 
/ to rebuke to criticise, condemn / unscrupulous 
without moral judgement, scruples / behavior 
(US)= behaviour (GB) conduct, practice / hardly 
barely, scarcely / any virtually none / oversight 
supervision, control. 

The Bolivian government has rejected a 
donation of hens o� ered by the US billionaire 
Bill Gates, as o�  cials said the tech magnate 
needs to study up on the Andean nation’s 
thriving poultry sector. “How can he think we 
are living 500 years ago, in the middle of the 
jungle not knowing how to produce?” the 
Bolivian development minister, César 
Cocarico, told journalists. “Respectfully, he 
should stop talking about Bolivia.” 

hen female chicken / billionaire very rich person 
who has (at least) a billion dollars / o�  cial 
high-ranking employee / to study up on to research 
/ Andean from the Andes / thriving prosperous, 
fl ourishing / poultry domestic fowl such as chickens, 
ducks or geese / respectfully with all due respect.

John Hamill, a member of Atheist Ireland, 
who also describes himself as “Pastafarian 
minister” of a religious body named the 
Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster, 
recently applied to the Registrar General’s 
o�  ce to be recognised as a marriage 
solemniser. The application was rejected on 
the grounds that the church did not meet the 
criteria of a religious organisation. “The new 
Government should legislate to allow the 
same criteria to be applied to both religious 
and non-religious citizens with respect to civil 
marriage, in order to rescue the credibility of 
the civil marriage process,” Mr Hamill said.

Pastafarian play on words between Rastafarian and 
pasta, a mock religion to make fun of the established 
church / body group, organisation / to apply to make a 
formal request / registrar’s o�  ce o�  ce for the 
keeping of o�  cial state records / marriage solemniser 
o�  cial person that presides at a marriage / on the 
grounds that for the reason that / to meet, met, met 
to fulfi l, satisfy, respond to / to legislate to make or 
pass law / to allow to let, permit / citizen resident of a 
country / with respect to concerning. 

John OliverBill Gates

   Retrouvez le fi l d’infos sur www.vocable.fr
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À la une I  J.O.  I  ROYAUME-UNI   I   C2

 THE ROAD 
TO RIO 2016 
Athletes prepare for the 
2016 Olympic Games  
The summer Olympics are here again in August and this time they 
are taking place in Rio di Janeiro.  Swimmers, gymnasts, cyclists, 
boxers, tennis players and representatives of many other sports are 
training and gearing up both mentally and physically for the most 
famous of sporting events in the hope of taking home a gold medal.

THE GUARDIAN SEAN INGLE, WILLIAM FOTHERINGHAM, JAMES RIACH AND KEVIN MITCHELL

SUPPLÉMENT VIDÉO
Découvrez le reportage vidéo 
et testez votre compréhension sur 
www.vocable.fr/videos-anglais

 la une la une
Rio de janeiro

    ATHLETICS 
How are they  shaping  up? 
Mo Farah. Greg Rutherford. Jessica Ennis-
Hill. Four years on from London 2012, those 
familiar names remain British Athletics’ 
best hopes of gold in Rio. Farah insists he is 
in exceptional shape but will be  wary  of the 
 challenge  of the young Kenyan Geoffrey 
Kamworor, who beat him at the world half-
marathon championships. Rutherford 

showed he had  wintered  well with a recent 
 jump  of 8.30m. Ennis-Hill, meanwhile, says 
she is on  track  to  compete  in a  warm-up  
heptathlon in Götzis next month, where she 
will  face  fellow Briton Katarina Johnson-
Thompson, who has a major chance of 
glory in Rio too. Outside those four, the best 
chance of a British gold is likely to be in the 
women’s long jump through either Shara 
Proctor – a  silver  medallist in Beijing – or 
Lorraine Ugen, a bronze medallist at the 
recent world  indoor  championships. Further 
medals are likely in the relays, with the 
men’s 4x400m particularly  confi dent  they 
can  improve  on their third place at the 2015 
world championships.
Verdict : They should do better than six – the 
target of eight to 10 medals,  set  by UK Sport, 
sounds about right. 

  CYCLING 
 2.  How are they shaping up? 
The world champion Lizzie Armitstead’s 
supremely dominant spring and Team GB’s 
strong  showing  at the world track champion-
ships in London have brought ample  momen-
tum  going  into  the summer. The  resurgence  
of sprinters Jason Kenny and Becky James in 
March was more than  timely , it was  direly  
needed, and the men’s and women’s team 

1. to shape up to train, prepare (physically) / four years 
on from... four years since / to be wary of to be marked 
by keen caution and watchful prudence / challenge here, 
threat, di�  culty, obstacle /  

to winter to spend the winter season / to be on track to 
be keeping up with / to compete to take part in contest / 
warm-up practice, training / to face to confront / fellow 
here, other / long jump competition that involves jumping 
as far as possible from a running start / silver medallist 
for the competitor in second place / indoor inside, interior 
/ confi dent sure, convinced / they can improve on their 
third place they can win second or fi rst place / to set, 
set, set to establish.  

2. strong showing impressive performance / to bring, 
brought, brought momentum to create a sense of 
optimism / going into... before, in the time leading up to... 
/ resurgence here, return / timely opportune, coming at 
the right moment / direly desperately / 

Greg Rutherford. (Andy Wong/AP/SIPA) Lizzie Armistead with the Team GB 
riders. (SWpix.com/Shutterstock/SIPA)

(Felipe Dana/AP/SIPA)
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 pursuiters  are on track, led by Laura Trott 
– favourite for  omnium  gold – and Ed Clan-
cy, newly  recovered  from back  surgery . One 
issue is the selection for the men’s omnium 
which will have an impact on the team pur-
suit: Mark Cavendish or Jon Dibben – assum-
ing the latter has  got  over a recent broken 
 elbow . Armitstead will start favourite for 
 road  gold in Rio, but the men’s  events  will 
 hang  on how Chris Froome and others 
 emerge  from the Tour de France. Liam Phil-
lips will have a medal chance in BMX, but 
the mountain  bikers  are unlikely to  qualify  
a place.
Verdict : Strong potential for a decent med-
al  haul  but the spectacular showing in Lon-
don should be treated as a  one-off . 

  SWIMMING 
 3.  How are they shaping up?  
The  mood  in the camp is positive following 
some strong performances at the British 
Championships, while the European cham-
pionships in London this month will provide 
another opportunity to check the status of 
GB’s medal hopes. Adam Peaty, the 100m 

 breaststroke  world record  holder , is set to 
lead the  charge  and continue his intriguing 
personal duel with South Africa’s Cameron 
van der Burgh, while the 200m  freestyle  
world champion James Guy is also a serious 
hope. London was a  disappointment  for 
British swimming, having their  funding  
cut in the  aftermath  of a poor show, but 
efforts have been  stepped  up to avoid a  re-
peat  performance.
Verdict : Expect much better than at Lon-
don 2012 which brought only three medals 
and no gold. 

  ROWING 
 4.  How are they shaping up? 
 Expectation is high after Britain dominated 
on the water at  Eton  Dorney in 2012. GB’s 
rowers won four gold, two silver and three 
bronze and therefore received the biggest 
proportion of UK Sport funding – £32.6m 
– between 2013 and 2017. The European 
championships in Germany this month will 
be a good barometer of the team’s  level  but 
the  squad  for that competition certainly looks 
strong, and there are good medal hopes for 
Rio. The women’s pair of Helen Glover and 
Heather Stanning, champions at London, are 
gold hopes and at the last world champion-
ships Britain had silver medals in both the 

NIVEAU AVANCE DU SUPPLEMENT SONORE 
Depuis la création des Jeux modernes en 1896, que 
d’évènements marquants ! Écoutez notre animatrice Shelly De 
Vito invoquer l'esprit des JO.
CD audio ou téléchargement MP3

 lightweight  men’s and lightweight women’s 
double  scull  events. 
Verdict : A challenge to  live  up to their high 
 standards , but things are progressing well. 

  SAILING 
 5.  How are they shaping up? 
In  decent  shape, with world championship 
medallists in fi ve of the 10 Olympic events, 
three of those gold medallists being Giles 
Scott (Finn), Nick Thompson (Laser), and 
Alison Young (Dinghy). Scott is the favourite 
in the Finn class, while the RS:X windsurfer 

team pursuiter cyclist participating in a team racing 
competition / omnium individual cycling competition / to 
recover to recuperate / surgery medical operation / to 
get, got, got over to recuperate from, recover from / 
elbow joint connecting the lower and upper parts of the 
arm / road = road cycling, on outdoor roads / event 
championship, sporting competition / to hang, hung, 
hung on to depend on / how...emerge from the Tour de 
France their form after the Tour de France / mountain 
biker o�  road cycliste / to qualify a place to perform well 
enough to earn a place on the podium, a medal / medal 
haul number of medals won / one-o�  unique, 
exceptional. 

3. mood atmosphere, state of mind /   

breaststroke ref to a specifi c swimming stroke / record 
holder athlete in possession of the world record / to lead, 
led, led the charge to play a critical role in / freestyle 
swimming in any style / disappointment regret, (source 
of) dissatisfaction and displeasure / funding fi nancing / 
in the aftermath of following / to step up to intensify / 
repeat performance a reenactment (of this fi asco). 

4. rowing sport of racing in a boat by propelling it through 
the water using oars / expectation aspiration, hope / 
Eton Dorney the rowing club at Eton School / level rank 
in a scale, position in a scale / squad team, crew /  

SUPPLÉMENT VIDÉO
Découvrez le reportage vidéo 
et testez votre compréhension sur 
www.vocable.fr/videos-anglais

   Donnez-nous votre avis sur nouvelleformule@vocable.fr

Les Jeux olympiques 
approchent ...
Les athlètes sont en train de se 
préparer  («shaping up»).

Sont-ils «in good shape» (en pleine 
forme) ou «in bad shape» (en petite 
forme) ?

On le découvrira au cours des 
di� érentes «events»  (épreuves, 
courses).

Ils sont «set to win medals» (prêts à 
remporter des médailles).

Sauront-ils «set new records» 
(établir de nouveaux records) ?

Les Jeux olympiques 

SUR LE BOUT DE LA LANGUE

>>>

Adam Peaty. (SWpix.com/Shutterstock/SIPA)

Helen Glover, left, and Heather Stanning, 
right. (Laurent Cipriani/AP/SIPA)

Giles Scott (Theron Kirkman/AP/SIPA)

lightweight double scull team of two people per boat 
with an upper weight limit / scull can refer both to the oars 
and to the frame of the rowboat / to live up to here, to be 
worthy of / standard criterion, norm, here expectations. 

5. sailing sport or pastime of navigating sailboats or 
yachts / in decent shape in good form /   

AA 06-07-08-737-Steph.indd   7 28/06/2016   09:02
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À la une  

Bryony Shaw and London 2012 silver medal-
lists Hannah Mills and Saskia Clark are also 
in good form. The GB team boasts a solid 
combination of youth and experience, with 
the five-times Olympian Nick Dempsey still 
involved alongside first-timers in new events. 
Verdict : Hopes are high.

GYMNASTICS
6. How are they shaping up? 
In January the UK Sport director of perfor-
mance, Simon Timson, praised British 
gymnastics for their “unprecedented suc-
cess” in winning five medals at the world 
championships last year and there could 
be more to cheer in Rio. Claudia Fragapane 
won four gold medals at the 2014 Com-
monwealth Games and will be one to 
watch, as will sisters Becky and Ellie 
Downie. Meanwhile at the world champi-
onships in October last year Max Whitlock 
ended Britain’s 112-year wait for a men’s 
gold medallist by narrowly beating team-
mate Louis Smith on the pommel horse and 
the men’s team won silver. Both are ex-
pected to be in contention this summer as 

Britain hope to improve on the silver and 
three bronze from London.
Verdict : Expect an improvement and a giant 
leap for gold.

BOXING
7. How are they shaping up? 
A record nine boxers are confirmed to repre-
sent Great Britain in Rio, and four more could 
qualify. It is, as performance director Rob 
McCracken says, “a superb achievement”. 
Nicola Adams, Galal Yafai, Muhammad Ali, 
Joshua Buatsi, Lawrence Okolie and Joe Joyce 
won gold at the recent qualifier in Turkey, 
joined by Qais Ashfaq, Joe Cordina and An-
tony Fowler, who also won medals. 
Verdict : From nowhere, GB are in an even 
better place than at Beijing or London.

TENNIS
8. How are they shaping up? 
Few sports have more fluid Olympic qual-
ification than tennis, but it’s as nailed on 
as it can be that Andy Murray will again 
lead the British charge, in singles and in 
doubles with his brother, Jamie. He might 
also play mixed doubles – although it is 
unsure with whom. Johanna Konta is 
Britain’s No1, with Heather Watson just 
inside the top 56 upper limit; both will have 
ambitions in singles and would hope to be 
considered for a place alongside Murray in 
the mixed – where Andy and Laura Robson 
(who is still on the comeback trail) won 
silver in London. 
Verdict : It would be some family double if 
Andy could retain gold and pick up another 
with his brother, who is No1 in the world. l

I  J.O.  I  ROYAUME-UNI   I   C2

 to boast to possess with pride / to be involved here, to 
be in the competition / first-timer person who does sthg 
for the first time. 

6. to praise to compliment, commend, applaud / 
unprecedented without precedent, happening for the 
first time / to cheer here, to greet, acclaim, applaud, hail / 
to watch to observe, monitor / narrowly only just, by a 
small margin / team-mate fellow player, member of the 
team / pommel horse side horse, artistic gymnastics 
aparatus / 

to be in contention to be in competition / leap bound, 
big jump. 

7. record here, a record number of / achievement 
accomplishment, exploit / qualifier test for qualification / 
from nowhere... very far back (in the ratings). 

8. fluid here, fluctuant, changing / it’s as nailed on as it 
can be that... it is a certainty that / single match of 
competing individuals / mixed double match between 
two players, one male, one female in each team / to be on 
the comeback trail to be in the process of returning to 
the highest level of competition / to retain to keep (A. 
Murray won gold in the 2012 Olympic Games) / to pick up 
here, to win. 

186 National Olympic Committees 
have qualified at least one athlete. 

A total of 7.5 million tickets  
will be sold.

Ticket prices range from BRL 40 for 
many events to BRL 4,600 for the 
most expensive seats at the opening 
ceremony. 

  The torch 
The Olympic flame was lit at the temple of Hera in Olympia on 21 April 2016. On 27 April 
the flame was handed over to the Brazilian organizers at a ceremony at the Panathenaic 
Stadium in Athens. A brief stop was made in Switzerland to visit the IOC headquarters 
and the Olympic Museum in Lausanne as well as the United Nations O�ce at Geneva. 
The torch relay then began its Brazilian journey on 3 May at the capital Brasília. It is 
visiting more than 300 Brazilian cities (including all the 26 states capitals and the 
Brazilian Federal District), with the last part to be held in the city of Rio de Janeiro, 
lighting the cauldron during the 2016 Summer Olympics opening ceremony on 5 August.

>>>

Claudia Fragapane. (Alastair Grant/AP/SIPA)

Nicola Adams. (SIPA)

(SIPA)
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Les JO  I  ROYAUME-UNI    Donnez-nous votre avis sur nouvelleformule@vocable.fr

 A FIRST 
  Rio 2016 will be the fi rst time in Olympic history that a South American country has hosted the Games. The city won its bid in 2009, beating out 

Chicago, Madrid and Tokyo.

to host to be the chosen location for / bid attempt, here candidacy / to beat, beat, beaten out to defeat. 

Focus

 RIO'S MARACANÃ STADIUM 
  The opening and closing ceremonies will be held 

in Rio's Maracanã Stadium, which boasts the world 
record for the most fans ever to attend a soccer 
game. Although its current capacity is around 
78,000, the stadium squeezed in at least 173,000 
fans during the 1950 World Cup fi nal.

to boast to claim with pride / ever of all time / to attend 
to be present at / soccer football / current present / to 
squeeze in to fi t in / at least not less than. 

 GOLF IS BACK WITH A SWING 
  Golf will return to the Olympics after a 112-year absence. The 

International Olympic Committee (IOC) decided to reinstate the 
sport, which previously was played in the 1900 and 1904 Games.

with a swing ref to the movement of a golf club in play / to reinstate to reintroduce 
/ previously formerly, before.

 VINICIUS 
  The mascot for 2016 is "Vinicius," a yellow 

and blue creature representing Brazilian 
wildlife.

wildlife fl ora and fauna. 

 BOYCOTT 
  The US has sent athletes to every celebration 

of the modern Olympic Games, except the 1980 
Summer Olympics in Moscow, during which it 
led a boycott. 

to lead, led, led to initiate.

 2,400 
  U.S. athletes have won a total of 2,400 medals at the Summer 

Olympic Games and another 281 at the Winter Olympic Games. Most 
medals have been won in athletics and swimming. It is also fi rst on 
the all-time Paralympic Games medal table.

 all-time ever, of all time / table ranking, list. 

 22 
  Michael Phelps is the most-

decorated Olympic athlete of any 
nation, with 22 Olympic medals 
(including 18 golds).

to decorate to award.

 8 
  The United States have hosted the Games on eight occasions, more than any other country: 

1904 Summer Olympics St. Louis, Missouri 
1932 Winter Olympics Lake Placid, New York 
1932 Summer Olympics Los Angeles, California 
1960 Winter Olympics Squaw Valley, California 

1980 Winter Olympics Lake Placid, New York 
1984 Summer Olympics Los Angeles, California 
1996 Summer Olympics Atlanta, Georgia 
2002 Winter Olympics Salt Lake City, Utah

 VINICIUS 
  The mascot for 2016 is "Vinicius," a yellow 

and blue creature representing Brazilian 
wildlife.

wildlife
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Société I  Orphans  I  PHILIPPINES   I   B2-C1

  ORPHANS LEFT BEHIND 
 IN THE PHILIPPINES  

  M  ANILA, Philippines — The 
Manila North Cemetery, where 

Michelle Sambalilo was abandoned as a 
young child, is a  sprawling ,  trash-strewn  
squatter camp where thousands of people 
eat, sleep and play among  acres  of colorful 
crypts.  Rescued  from life among the dead, 
Sambalilo then lived for years among the 
Philippine capital’s notoriously negligent 
 state-run   shelters .  Throughout , she dreamed 

LOS ANGELES TIMES/TNS JONATHAN KAIMAN AND SUNSHINE DE LEON

Michelle Sambalilo, right, at the 
Meritxell Children's Home in Manila. 

(Jonathan Kaiman/Los Angeles Times/TNS)

Demographics
7,000 islands with only 2,000 inhabited
1.8 million orphans in the Philippines

12th most populated country in the world
Average income $4,600 dollars 
(206,000 pesos.)

of  someday  belonging to a family of her own. 
But in the end, all it took was one document 
— one  blow  from the country’s adoption 
authorities — to send her dreams  crashing  
down to earth. 

  2.  The Philippines has an abandoned children 
problem. About 1.8 million children in the 
country, more than 1 percent of its entire 
population, are “abandoned or  neglected ,” 
according to the United Nations’ Children’s 

Rights & Emergency Relief Organization. 
Some are victims of extreme poverty; others 
of natural  disasters  and armed confl icts in 
the country’s  riven  south. 

  3.  The  Department  of Social  Welfare  and 
Development is responsible for  ensuring  that 
many of these children fi nd homes. (Some 
 end  up  overseas  — American families adopt-
ed 1,350 Filipino children between 2009 and 
2015, according to the U.S. State Department.)
Yet the country’s adoption bureaucracy is so 
 forbidding  that  scores  of  aspiring  adoptive 
parents are left in the  cold , and abandoned 
children left to grow up without parents. 

1. sprawling gigantic / trash-strewn covered in rubbish 
(to strew to spread over a wide area) / acre = 0.4 hectare 
/ to rescue to save / state-run managed by the State / 
shelter place that provides temporary housing for 
homeless people / throughout during all of that time /

 

someday one day in the future / blow sudden event 
which has a very bad e� ect / ...to send her dreams 
crashing down to earth to destroy her dreams. 

2. neglected not cared for by anyone /   

disaster catastrophe / riven violently divided and torn apart. 

3. welfare social services / to ensure to guarantee, to 
make sure / to end up to fi nd oneself (in the end) / 
overseas abroad, in foreign countries / State Department 
goverment department in the US in charge of foreign a� airs 
/ forbidding hostile / scores of many, a multitude of 
(score twenty) / aspiring who want to become, wishful / 
to leave, left, left s.o. in the cold to ignore, to exclude.  

Manile

Adoption procedures for foreigners are very strict in the Philippines and have become 
more so in the last few years as the number of orphans has grown, now representing 
1% of the population according to UNICEF. This article includes the testimony of one 
child, and other participants within the adoption structure.

The abandoned children of the Philippines
(to leave behind to abandon)
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  7.  And those are the relatively lucky children. 
Many children still live at the Manila North 
Cemetery. During a reporter’s recent visit, 
they  wandered  in  packs ,  resting  on the  pave-
ment  between tombs and  swinging  from the 
 frames  of half-built mausoleums. Sambalilo 
said she has no  memory  of her life at the 
cemetery. When asked about her time there, 
she just said she “feels sad.” 

  TOO OLD 
 8.  In 2014, a Meritxell social worker made 
an  unlikely  discovery: She found Sambalilo’s 
birth certifi cate beneath a  mound  of papers 
at the Boystown orphanage. Mallonga im-
mediately knew that Sambalilo’s future was 
at  stake . He had  assumed  that she was 12; in 
fact, she was 14. According to Philippine law, 
children 15 and over cannot be adopted. 
Meritxell had already found  willing  adoptive 
parents — a couple from Louisiana who had 
 previously  adopted from the home — and she 
had been speaking with them by phone. He 
 pleaded  with the Department of Social Wel-
fare to  expedite  her  application  but the agen-
cy never answered. 

  LEFT BEHIND 
 4.  “I’m just continuously worried that the 
government feels these children are not the 
priority,” said Eric Mallonga, a British-edu-
cated family  lawyer  and founder of Meritx-
ell Children’s Home, the agency that is 
 sheltering  Sambalilo. “These children are 
not prioritized, they’re always on the back 
 burner , and so more children are lost to 
crime, to prostitution, to  neglect , and a lot 
of  street  families are growing.” 

  5.  He said that  orphanages  in the Philippines 
are  scarce  and poorly  staffed ; that govern-
ment agencies frequently  demand  docu-
ments that are impossible to  procure ; and 
that even with the necessary  paperwork , 
simple procedures can  drag  on for months. 
Many of the children who come into his 
 care  remain there for three to four years 
before they are legally  cleared  for adoption. 
“It’s ineptitude on the part of many, many 
social workers,” he said. “Incompetence and 
ineptitude.” 

  6.  Alita C. De Ocampo, a social  worker  in 
charge of the Department of Social Wel-
fare’s Adoption Resource and  Referral  Sec-
tion for Metropolitan Manila, said in a 
phone interview that she is one of two social 
workers in the  area  — a city of nearly 12 
million people — who can clear children for 
adoption. She added that  hiring  more staff 
and establishing  guidelines  for different 
government agencies to  share  documents 
could  speed  up the adoption process. “We 
are always working to make (the adoption 
process) as quick and as fast as possible,” 
she said. “We are always innovating tech-
niques or even asking suggestions or recom-
mendations from child care agencies or 
(local governments) to make our system 
faster.” 

  9.  By the  time  Sambalilo was cleared for 
adoption, she had just  turned  15. Her ap-
plication was  denied . “The (Intercountry 
Adoption)  Board  just rejected her  outright ,” 
Mallonga said. “It could have been easy, if 
the DSWD just cleared her immediately 
after receiving the birth certifi cate. … That 
was supposed to be the last document, 
after all that  searching .” Sambalilo was 
 heartbroken . “It’s  unfair ,” she said. “Even 
if we’re over 15, you should still adopt us, 
because we still need a family, and some-
one who will love us. “A family,” she said, 
means “no one is left  alone .”   l 

4. family lawyer member of the legal profession 
specialised in family law / to shelter here, to protect, to 
look after / to be on the back burner to be a low-priority 
/ neglect negligence, state of being uncared for / street 
family homeless family living on the street. 
5. orphanage establishment for children whose parents 
have died / scarce rare / poorly sta� ed with insu�  cient/
inadequate personnel / to demand to insist on, to ask for 
/ to procure to obtain / paperwork administrative 
documents/papers / to drag on to go on for a long time / 
to come, came, come into sb’s care to be left in sb’s 
protection / to clear here, to authorize. 
6. social worker person employed to provide social 
services / referral recommendation, orientation to a 
specialised service / area zone, sector / to hire to employ, 
to recruit / guideline directive / to share to communicate 
/ to speed, sped, sped up to accelerate. 

  7. to wander to walk around / pack large group (pack 
group of wolves that hunt together) / to rest to lie / 
pavement raised path at the side of the road for people to 
walk on, sidewalk / to swing, swung, swung to move from 
one’s body place to another by holding onto a fi xed support 
above / frame structure / memory recollection. 

8. unlikely improbable, here, unexpected / mound pile / at 
stake at risk, in question / to assume to suppose / willing 
adoptive parents parents prepared to adopt a child / 
previously before, in the past / to plead with to beg, to 
implore / to expedite to accelerate / application request.   

  9. by the time when / to turn here, to reach the age of / to 
deny to refuse / board committee / outright categorically, 
completely / DSWD = Department of Social Welfare 
and Development / searching act of looking for sth / 
heartbroken devastated, consumed by intense sadness / 
unfair unjust / alone on one’s own, abandoned. 

  

“on the back burner” 
(projet en attente) cf. § 4 
L’expression évoque l’image du 
brûleur (burner) arrière d’une 
cuisinière où l’on met une casserole 
pour la maintenir au chaud.

“on the back burner” 

SUR LE BOUT DE LA LANGUE

   Donnez-nous votre avis sur nouvelleformule@vocable.fr

Children play on a makeshift structure in the Manila North Cemetery in the Philippines.
(Jonathan Kaiman/Los Angeles Times/TNS)
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Enjeux I  Economy  I  AFRIQUE   I   B2-C1

 PUFFED OUT 
Out of steam ref to the dilapidation of railways in Africa, also a play 
on words for "Pu	  ng Billy", narrow gauge steam locomotive  
With dilapidated, out-dated and unsafe infrastructure, and worst of all politicians 
more favourably inclined to building roads, the rail system in sub-Saharan Africa is in 
a very bad state. A British weekly takes a closer look at the di  erent projects and 
asks the question, ’Why build new railway lines when renovating old ones costs 
signifi cantly less?

  T  he  railway  station at Lubumbashi, 
the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo’s second city and the centre of its 
 mining   trade , has seen better days. Outside 
the 1920s Belgian-built  whitewashed  station, 
 hawkers  sell bus tickets south to Zambia and 
South Africa. Travellers would do much bet-
ter buying one than going inside—trains in 
the Congo are not for the  faint-hearted . 

  2.  In the ticket hall, standing by a  timetable  
on a  blackboard , Baudouin Kalubi, the station 
 master , explains that the next train will 
depart the following morning to Kindu, 
about 1,600km (1,000 miles) north. From 

THE ECONOMIST

there passengers can get on buses towards 
the Congo river. The train is, Mr Kalubi 
 proudly  explains, an express, with a new 
Chinese locomotive. That means it should go 
at an  average   speed  of 15kph. “It is not the 
TGV,” he admits, referring to France’s high-
speed trains.  Yet  in the Congo there are so 
few roads that if you can’t  afford  to fl y, the 
train is all that is  left . 

  OLD AND NEW LINES 
 3.   Over  the past  half-century , Africa’s  mostly  
colonial railways have mostly atrophied.  Ac-
cording  to the International Union of Rail-
ways, in 2014 sub-Saharan African trains 
 carried   about  158  billion  tonne-kilometres of 
 freight , or  roughly  half of what Australia’s 
railways carried. Of that, 84% was in South 
Africa, which has a modern network. Else-
where, railways that built nations carry a 
fraction of what they did even in the 1980s. 

  4.  To remedy this, many African countries are 
investing vast sums of money—and hope—in 
new lines. In Kenya a Chinese fi rm is building 
one roughly  alongside  the  route  of the old 
 track . Another project connects Djibouti’s port 
to Addis Ababa in Ethiopia. Still more are 
proposed. Rwanda wants one going through 
Tanzania; Uganda wants one going to Sudan; 
others are planned in Nigeria, Guinea and 

Ghana. Yet there is reason to  worry  that the 
new lines will  end  up much like the old. 

  5.  The Kenyan project is perhaps the most 
ambitious.  Unlike  the old line, which is on a 
1,067mm  gauge , the new railway is built to 
a modern “standard gauge” (1,435mm), which 
 ought  to  increase  capacity. Travellers on the 
ancient British-era passenger trains, which 
 run  three times a week from Nairobi to 
Mombasa, now have their view of the ele-
phants of Tsavo National Park  impeded  by 
an enormous  embankment  for the new line. 
The idea is that it will carry as much as half 
of the cargo  unloaded  at the port of Mom-
basa, or about ten times as much as the  cur-
rent  railway  shifts . 

  SHADY BUSINESS? 
 6.  Drivers on the  main  road to the capital 
ought to  cheer  if the line results in fewer 

1. railway station train station / mining excavation of 
minerals (stones, coal) from below the ground / trade 
commerce, business / whitewashed painted with white 
paint / hawker street seller, peddler / faint-hearted 
timorous, fearful. 

2. timetable schedule / blackboard board with a 
smooth dark surface used for writing on in schools etc / 
station master station chief /

proud feeling pleased and satisfi ed about sth / average 
here mean, median level / speed measure of rapidity / yet 
however / to a  ord to have enough money for / to be 
left to remain. 

3. over in the course of, during / half-century period of 50 
years / mostly principally, for the most part / according to 
as stated/reported by / to carry to transport / about 
approximately, around / billion thousand million / freight 
goods or cargo transported / roughly approximately, 
around / elsewhere in other places. 

4. alongside parallel to / route itinerary, here rail line / 
track line that the train runs on /

 to worry to be concerned/anxious / [they] will end up 
much like the old they will fi nish up as dilapidated as the 
present ones. 

5. unlike contrary to, di� erent from / gauge 
measurement of distance between train track rails / 
ought to should / to increase to augment, improve / to 
run, ran, run to go from... to / to impede to obstruct, be in 
the way of / embankment large rise in the land / to 
unload to discharge / current present / to shift here, to 
transport. 

6. shady suspicious / main principal / to cheer here, to 
greet, acclaim, applaud, hail / 

«Pu� ed out» cf. Titre

La connaissance d’expressions 
associées peuvent aider à 
comprendre le titre d’un article.

En voici des exemples:

to be out of pu�   (être éssou   é)
to get one’s pu�  back  (reprendre son 
sou   e)
a Pu�  ng Billy   (première locomotive 
à adhérence utilisée en service 
commercial. 1813)
to pu�  out smoke  (envoyer des 
bou� ées de fumée)
to pu�  out (se gonfl er)

«Pu� ed out» 

SUR LE BOUT DE LA LANGUE

The Nairobi train station, from 
where co ee is sent by train or 
trucks to Mombasa. (F.LEPAGE/SIPA)

Railway Line in Kibera, a neighborhood of Nairobi and Africa's biggest slum. It was 
found over 100 years ago and houses about 250 000 people. (SIPANY/SIPA)
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other new freight railways. Some fret it may 
not be possible to load four full containers onto 
each wagon, as is done on other new lines. 
“They’re getting a third-rate railway for the 
cost of a very expensive one,” says a consultant.

9. Repaying the loans taken out to build the 
line will require hefty fees or huge volumes 
of traffic. But truckers—who now handle 
more than 95% of the freight moved from 
Mombasa port—will compete fiercely on 
price, and shipping companies may look for 
other ports if levies rise.

SHINY NEW THINGS
10. Rehabilitating the older line might have 
cost just 5% as much as building a new one 
on a new right of way, reckons Pierre Pozzo 
di Borgo of the International Finance Corpo-
ration, part of the World Bank. But efforts to 

mend rather than buy have generally not 
gone well either. Since the 1990s many Afri-
can railways have been handed over to pri-
vate concessions to boost investment and 
improve management.

11. But the reality has been disappointing. 
Competition from truckers (who don’t have 
to pay their share to maintain roads, even 
though they do the most damage to them) 
has shifted cargo from rail to tarmac, shred-
ding the business plans of concessionaires. 
Many are struggling to cover their running 
costs, never mind invest.

12. If only governments were as enthusiastic 
about maintaining infrastructure as they are 
about building it. On a continent where al-
most everything is reused, from mobile-
phone parts to plastic bags, governments 
seem to prefer to buy shiny new things, 
however expensive. l

smoke-spewing trucks coming out of the port, 
but the business case for it is shaky. The new 
track is costing Kenya about $4 billion, most-
ly funded by a loan from the Chinese ExIm 
bank, but how it will be repaid is unclear.

7. Although only a year remains before com-
pletion, not only are tariffs and rates unde-
cided, but it is not even clear who will run 
the railway. Kenyan officials have appar-
ently taken to skipping trade conferences of 
late to avoid answering questions.

8. Could this be because the new railway is a 
dud investment? Its fastest trains will do a 
fairly mediocre 80kph. Much as with the old 
railway, parts of the new line will be single-
track, forcing trains to stop, often for hours, to 
let others pass. Most absurdly, it is built to a 
lower standard of load-bearing than most 

smoke-spewing polluting / truck = lorry (UK) / 
business case analysis of its financial viability / shaky 
fragile, uncertain / to fund to finance / loan amount of 
money borrowed / to repay, repaid, repaid to pay back. 

7. to remain to be left / before completion before the 
work finishes / rate tari�, cost / to run, ran, run to control, 
manage, direct / o�cial high-ranking employee / to take, 
took, taken to to get into the habit of / to skip to miss, to 
be absent from / of late recently / to avoid to escape, 
evade. 

8. dud lame, bad / fairly quite, rather / single one, unique 
/ standard criterion, norm / to bear, bore, borne to carry, 
here transport /

to fret to worry, be anxious / third-rate third class, low 
level, very mediocre. 

9. to take, took, taken out to sign up for, agree to / 
hefty considerable / fees charges, payments / huge 
enormous, considerable / to handle to manage / to 
compete to contend for, to vie for / fiercely strongly, 
intensely / shipping transport, expedition (of) / levy tax / 
to rise, rose, risen to increase. 

10. shiny polished and glossy (because very new), here 
attractive / right of way right of passage / to reckon to 
think, estimate /

to mend to repair / rather than instead of / to go, went, 
gone well to be successful / not... either also not (gone 
well) / to hand over to give, relinquish / to improve to 
make better / management the running of. 

11. disappointing unsatisfying, unfortunate / share part 
/ to maintain to conserve, keep in good condition / even 
though despite the fact that / damage destruction / to 
shift here, to transfer, change, move over to / to shred to 
slice into strips, here to destroy / to struggle to have a 
di�cult time / running costs amount of money necessary 
to operate an organisation / never mind not to mention. 

12. however expensive no matter how costly. 

   Donnez-nous votre avis sur nouvelleformule@vocable.fr

Railway mania

Railways (selected)
Existing/proposed

Planned standard-gauge project

Freight transported by rail, 2014
Tonne-kilometre, trn

Asia, Oceania & Middle East

Source: International
Union of Railways

South Africa 0.13

Europe 0.56
*Excluding South Africa

Russia 2.30Americas 3.253.41

Africa* 0.02
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Congo
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A train yard at Kananga, Congo 
(JOHN BOMPENGO/AP/SIPA)

Railway Line in Kibera, a neighborhood of Nairobi and Africa's biggest slum. It was 
found over 100 years ago and houses about 250 000 people. (SIPANY/SIPA)

Les mots traduits sont surlignés dans l’article pour 
les repérer plus facilement dans les traductions
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Enjeux I  Politics  I  ETATS-UNIS   I   B2-C1

ORLANDO, Fla. — Delegates puffed 
on e-cigarettes between chants of 

“freedom!” Educational booths proclaimed the 
virtues of hemp, “trickle-up economics” and 
the literature of Ayn Rand. A woman on stilts 
wearing purple angel wings greeted activists 
as they milled between seminars on drug war 
policies and on “how to abolish the government 
in three steps.”

2. In a year when the two major parties are 
consumed by tensions, defections and chaos, 
the Libertarian Party, which sees itself as their 
alternative, displayed some of the same traits 
as it wrestled with nominating two former 
Republican governors for its presidential 

THE NEW YORK TIMES ALAN RAPPEPORT

ticket at its annual convention last month. But 
there was also a palpable sense of excitement 
at the event, held at a sprawling hotel here less 
than 10 miles from Disney World.

PARTY TIME
3. For an anti-war party that promotes legal-
izing marijuana and tearing up the tax code, 
2016 has brought hope that acceptance in the 
political mainstream is imminent amid broad 
discontent with the probable nominees from 
the major parties.,“We have been given the gift 
of Trump and Clinton,” said Larry Sharpe, a 
businessman and candidate for the Libertarian 
vice-presidential nomination. “Their ears are 
open, and I want them to hear who we are and 
vote for us for who we are.”

4. The Libertarian Party is the country’s third 
largest by voter registration, excluding people 

who consider themselves independent, but it 
is often overlooked as a political sideshow with 
a hodgepodge of positions that many consider 
to be either overly liberal on social issues or too 
conservative fiscally. With Donald Trump’s rise 
spawning a contingent of conservative Repub-
licans who will not support him and backers 
of Sen. Bernie Sanders feeling that the Demo-
cratic Party is favoring his opponent, Hillary 
Clinton, Libertarians think they are poised to 
peel away voters from both sides. The party 
aims to be on the general election ballot in all 
50 states.

INFLUENCERS
5. Although only the most fanatical party loyal-
ists feel confident about their chances of win-
ning the presidency, many think that Libertar-
ians are poised to win a record number of votes. 
Some believe they could steal a state, which no 
third-party has done since George Wallace in 
1968, or get enough votes to influence the elec-
tion, as Ross Perot and Ralph Nader did. More 
than disrupting the election, though, they see 

1. Fla. = Florida / to pu� to smoke / e-cigarette electronic 
cigarette / educational booth information stand / hemp 
any plant of the genus Cannabis, marijuana / trickle-up 
that which directly benefits the poor and indirectly the rich / 
literature here, works / Ayn Rand American philosopher, 
dramatist and novelist (1905-1982) / stilt one of two stout 
poles with foot rests in the middle / wing part of the body of 
a bird or an insect that it uses for flying / to greet to receive, 
welcome / to mill between to move around, lounge, hang 
around / drug war policy policy concerning anti drug 
initiatives / step here stage, phase. 

2. Libertarian Party independent American political 
party created in 1971 advocating civil liberties, non-
interventionism, laissez-faire economics and the abolition 
of the welfare state / to display to demonstrate, show / 
trait characteristic / to wrestle with to struggle with / 

ticket electoral list (US) / excitement exuberance, 
enthusiasm / event occasion / sprawling covering a large 
area, very big. 
3. party time play on words between party (festive 
gathering) and political party / to tear, tore, torn up 
here, to get rid of / tax code code by which tax payments 
are determined / to bring, brought, brought hope that 
to raise the possibility of / mainstream dominant, 
majority group / amid in the context of / nominee 
o�cially designated candidate. 
4. by voter registration in terms of the number of voters 
signed up /

to overlook to neglect, to ignore / political sideshow 
political party attempting to highlight issues rather than 
get elected / hodgepodge confused mixture / rise 
ascension / to spawn to generate, produce / backer 
supporter, partisan / Sen. = Senator / to favor (US) = to 
favour (GB) to prefer / opponent rival, adversary / to be 
poised to to be on the point of, to be about to / to peel 
away to remove / on the general election ballot on the 
list of candidates for the presidential election. 
5. confident sure, convinced / third-party party after 
Republican and Democrat / to disrupt to destabilise, here 
to revolutionise, change /

SUPPLÉMENT VIDÉO
Découvrez le reportage vidéo  
et testez votre compréhension sur 
www.vocable.fr/videos-anglais

LIBERTARIANS SEE CHANCE 
AMID DISCONTENT OVER 
TRUMP AND CLINTON 
With the two traditional parties fielding  
unpopular candidates, libertarians seize  
the opportunity for a third party
The American Libertarian Party nominated Gary Johnson, as their candidate for the 
presidential election. The former governor of New Mexico, having already run in 2012, is 
hoping this time o�ers a real opportunity, in an election with such unusual candidates 
on both sides of the two main parties, and the strong feelings that have ensued.
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Trump’s immigration policies to those of 
Nazi Germany, said he was  reaching  out to 
Republican donors who have decided that 
they cannot support their party’s presump-
tive nominee. “I’m going to go  knocking  on 
every door I can to try to  help  us along,” 
Weld said. 

  AN IMPACT? 
 8.  The possible effect of the Libertarians on 
the November election remains unclear, as 
most state polls have not included any of the 
candidates and the party is not yet on the 
ballot in every state. Kyle Kondik, of the 
Center for Politics at the University of Vir-
ginia, said a ticket with Johnson and Weld 
could capture many votes in their home 
states of New Mexico and Massachusetts. 
Alaska, Arizona, Colorado and Nevada have 
also shown a propensity to fi nd unconven-
tional candidates  appealing , he said, so the 
Libertarians could  tilt  close  races  there. “The 
Libertarian ticket is kind of a  mix  of left and 
right,” Kondik said. “There is potential appeal 
for it to be a soft landing  spot  for voters of 
all  stripes .” 

  9.  Still, the  climb  will be steep. There were just 
411,000  registered  Libertarian voters as of 
February and, Kondik noted, third-party can-
didates  tend  to  underperform  their  poll  num-
bers. “ Ultimately  it would be a giant shock if 
they  carried  even one state,” Kondik said. 
“Perot never did and he got 19 percent.”   l 

it as a golden opportunity for true national 
 exposure  and expansion. The party received 
more than 1 million votes in 2012, its most ever, 
and recent  polling  suggests a growing appetite 
for third-party candidates. 

  6.  The party chose Gary Johnson, the former 
New Mexico governor and 2012 Libertarian 
Party nominee again as its  standard-bearer  at 
its nominating convention last month. If he 
can get to 15 percent in  polls , he can stand on 
the debate  stage  as the fi rst third-party candi-
date to do so since Perot in 1992. The  feat  would 
provide a  bounty  of free news media attention 
for a party that does not have the money for 
expensive  advertising  or  voter-outreach  efforts. 
“We should be  portraying  an optimistic mes-
sage,” Johnson, dressed in a dark suit with no 
 tie  and wearing  sneakers , said in an interview. 
“Life is good in America.” 

  7.  Looking to add credibility to his campaign, 
Johnson is  teaming  up with William Weld, 
the former Massachusetts governor, as his 
running  mate . Weld, who has compared 

exposure media attention, visibility / polling study of 
public opinion. 
6. standard-bearer fl ag-carrier, here candidate / poll 
survey, study of public opinion / feat exploit, achievement / 
bounty abundance / advertising publicity / outreach here, 
campaign / to portray to represent, depict / tie long, narrow 
piece of material worn under the collar of a shirt by men / 
sneakers sport shoe. 
7. to team up with to associate with, here collaborate 
with, campaign with / running mate here, candidate for 
vice-president /    

 to reach out to to communicate with (solicit from) / to 
knock here to hit (a door) with one’s hand / to help sb 
along here, to come to the aid of his party. 

8. appealing attractive / to tilt here, to play a decisive 
role in / close race election with a small margin between 
candidates / mix combination / soft landing spot here, 
ref to a candidate that pleases those unhappy with their 
own party / of all stripes of all political persuasions.   

  9. the climb will be steep ref to the climb to power, 
succeeding on an important level in this election / 
registered enrolled (on the electoral list) / to tend to to 
have a tendency to / to underperform to underachieve, 
perform less well than expected / poll number results of 
studies of public opinion / ultimately essentially / to 
carry here to win.   

   Donnez-nous votre avis sur nouvelleformule@vocable.fr

 «dressed in a dark suit 
with no tie and wearing 
sneakers»  cf. § 6  
Notez l’importance du  «dress code» 
(code vestimentaire) en politique aux 
Etats-Unis :
dark suit (costume sombre) pour faire 
sérieux
mais «no tie» (pas de cravate) et 
«wearing sneakers» (en baskets) pour 
faire «casual» (décontracté).
N’oublions pas  que l’idée de «casual 
Friday» (jour où l’on s’habille de 
manière plus décontractée au travail) 
nous vient des Etats-Unis. 

 «dressed in a dark suit 

SUR LE BOUT DE LA LANGUE

Gary Johnson, the Libertarian Party’s 
nominee for president, speaks to a 

reporter during the party’s national 
convention in Orlando, Fla., May 29, 2016. 

(Phelan M. Ebenhack/The New York Times)

A delegate holds a sign at the Libertarian Party 
national convention in Orlando, Fla., May 29, 2016. 
(Phelan M. Ebenhack/The New York Times)
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 For better or worse
Until just a month ago, a divorced woman in Japan had to wait at least six months 
before being allowed to remarry, while men did not have to wait at all. The Su-
preme Court decided the code was unconstitutional and passed an amendment 
quashing the absurd rule. However, MPs decided to keep the other law that said 
if the woman was pregnant, she would still have to wait 100 days before remarry-
ing. The law was fi rst introduced in the 1890s, when there were concerns over 
how to identify a father if a divorced woman happened to be pregnant.
for better or worse ref to the pledge of commitment in the o�  cial church wedding vows (U.S.) / at least a minimum of / 
to allow to permit, authorize / at all for any length of time / code here, law / to pass here to adopt, vote / to quash to 
reject / rule law / MP = Member of Parliament / law legislation / pregnant expecting a baby / still for now and the 
future / concern preoccupation, worry / over concerning / to happen to be to turn out to be.

 Memories
Bullets and bomb casings used 40 years 
ago to kill more than a million people are 
now helping support underprivileged 
communities by being transformed into 
jewellery. The bullet shells and bomb 
casings recovered from the Killing Fields, in 
Cambodia, are melted down before the 
brass is polished, cut, and then moulded 
and worked on. Earrings, bangles, cu� s and 
necklaces have all been created by artisans 
in their Cambodian home workshops and 
are now being sold in the UK.
casing empty container / underprivileged 
disadvantaged / bullet shell outer cover of a bullet / to 
recover to unearth / Killing Fields (Choeung Ek) 
principal location of the mass execution of prisoners under 
the Khmer Rouge regime in Cambodia / to melt down to 
turn from a solid to a liquid by adding heat / brass bright 
yellow metal made of copper and zinc / to mould to 
shape, form / to work on to make, shape (into jewellery) 
/ bangle here, type of bracelet / cu�  here, wide bracelet / 
necklace jewellery worn around the neck / workshop a 
room or shop where work (often manual) is done. 

 Green taste
Scientists have discovered a new 
plant that eats rats, whole. This new 
species of pitcher plant on Mt Victoria 
in the Philippines is the largest 
carnivorous plant ever discovered, and 
has been named after Sir David 
Attenborough. Most meat-eating 
pitcher plants eat insects and spiders 
- if an unlucky mouse or bird became a 
meal, that was a rare treat. But the 
giant N. attenboroughii is a vertebrate 
specialist. 

taste preference / whole entire / species 
(inv.) group of animals/plants / pitcher 
plant carnivorous plant / ever of all time / 
meal repast / treat delicacy.

 Cat fi ght
State baili� s in Russia's Perm region have 
arrested a cat belonging to a man who owes 
120,000 rubles ($1,800), the local branch of the 
Federal Baili� s Service said in a statement last 
month. As all of the property in the man's 
apartment, except for the cat, belonged to the 
debtor's relatives, the baili� s decided to arrest 
the pet. The baili�  estimated the cat's value at 
about 1,500 rubles ($23), and gave the debtor 
the opportunity to sell the animal himself. The 
man brought his pet home the following day, 
saying that he could not sell the family 
favorite.
baili�  an o�  cer of the court who is employed to 
execute writs and processes / to owe to be in 
someone’s debt for sth / ruble Russian currency / 
statement declaration / debtor person in debt, 
owing money / relative member of the family / pet 
animal that is kept as a companion.

   Retrouvez plus d’infos sur www.vocable.fr
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Les J.O.
Il faut quand même admettre que, cette année, les Jeux 
olympiques ne seront pas tout à fait les mêmes qu’en 2012 
(souvenez-vous de l’apparition de la Reine Elizabeth II 
avec Daniel Craig lors de la cérémonie d’ouverture !), mais 
cette page permettra tout de même aux passionné(e)s de 
sport de continuer à pratiquer leur anglais…

Take your marks! À vos positions !
Ready, steady, go! À vos marques, prêts, partez !
She took fi rst place on the podium.  Elle est montée sur la 
première marche du podium.
He is world champion for the third time! Il est champion du 
monde pour la troisième fois !
The competition is broadcast live on TV. La compétition est 
retransmise en direct à la télévision.

aquatics  sports 
aquatiques

athlete  athlète

athletics  l’athlétisme

bleachers  gradins

bronze  bronze

closing ceremony  
cérémonie de clôture

committee  comité

cycling  cyclisme

disqualifi ed  disqualifi é

doping, performance 
enhancement  dopage

dream  rêve (n), rêver (v)

equestrian  sports 
équestres

fl ag  drapeau

gold  or

gymnastics  
gymnastique

jersey, shirt  maillot

medal  médaille

Olympic fl ame  fl amme 
olympique

Olympic Games  Jeux 
olympiques

Olympic village  village 
olympique

opening ceremony  
cérémonie d’ouverture

Paralympic games  jeux 
paralympiques

podium  podium

referee  juge, arbitre

silver  argent  

sponsor  partenaire, 
sponsor

sportsman  sportif (n)

stadium  stade

supporters supporters/
supporteurs

sweat  transpirer

win  gagner

winter sports  sports 
d’hiver

Associez chaque terme de la première liste à 
un terme de la seconde :

1) equestrian  a- fi nish line

2) race b- eventing

3) false start c- diving

4) athletics d- disqualifi ed

5) aquatics e- ice rink

6) fi gure skating f- javelin

Vocabulaire clé

Testez-vous

Expressions à retenir

AUGUSTIN HABRAN
AUDIO CONVERSATION
Les JO de A à Z ! Quelles seront les disciplines 
mises à l'honneur cet été ? Où ? Quand ? 
Tendez l'oreille pour tout savoir ! 
CD audio ou téléchargement MP3 (sur 
abonnement)

(D
R)

L’afro-américain Jesse Owens est considéré comme le premier athlète 
noir reconnu au niveau international. Ses quatre médailles d’or lors des JO 
d’été de 1936 à Berlin ont fait de lui une fi gure symbolique pour la 
population afro-américaine, alors toujours victime de la ségrégation.
Les Jeux olympiques d’été de 2012 se sont déroulés à Londres, qui était en 
compétition contre Paris.

Bon à savoir

SOLUTIONS :   1-b ; 2-a ; 3-d ; 4-f ; 5-c ; 6-e.
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PRATIC’ABLE  /  Grammaire   /  Prononciation & Orthographe

Les conditionnels sont utilisés  

pour :

1st conditional – exprimer 

une possibilité réelle

à If it rains I’ll stay at home.  

(il est possible qu’il pleuve)

2nd conditional – pour 

exprimer une situation 

imaginaire, dans le présent

à If I had a lot of money  

(je n’ai pas beaucoup 

d’argent), I would travel the 

world. 

3rd conditional – pour 

exprimer une situation 

imaginaire, dans le passé

à If I had had a lot of money 

when I was young  

(I didn’ t have a lot of money)  

I would have travelled the 

world.

Les conditionnels
Dans l’article Harry Potter on stage, JK Rowling dit :
 “If I enjoy it, I’ll do it – and if I don’t, I won’t.”
Cela indique qu’il y a deux possibilités : (i) elle y prend plaisir (ii) elle n’y prend pas plaisir. Mais les deux sont 
des possibilités réelles (1st conditional).

1     Choisissez dans la colonne B la situation qui correspond à la 
condition de la colonne A. Puis, complétez chaque phrase à 
l’aide des propositions de la colonne C.

A C

(1) If I were in London (i)  I would have gone to see 
Harry Potter

(2) If I go to London (ii)  I would go to see Harry 
Potter.

(3)  If I had been in London 
last week

B (iii)  I will go to see Harry 
Potter.

(a) I am not in London 

(b) I was not in London 

(c)  I might go to 
London

JOAN GREENWOOD

Piqûre de rappel

SOLUTIONS : 1(a) (ii) -  2(c) (iii) -  3(b) (i)

2    Choisissez la bonne réponse.

1.  I ..................................... tickets now  
if I were you. 
(a) will book 
(b) would book 
(c) would have booked

2.  If you wait a minute I ..............................  
the theater to see if they still have seats.  
(a) will ring 
(b) would ring 
(c) would have rung

3.  ......................................... interested in  
seeing the play if you hadn’t read the  
books first?  
(a) Will you be 
(b) Would you be 
(c) Would you have been

SOLUTIONS :  1b - 2a - 3c - 4c - 5 a

   sur www.vocable.fr 
Retrouvez beaucoup plus d'exercices de 
grammaire, d'orthographe et de culture 
générale sur notre site internet !

4.  If JK Rowling  ..........................  written 
the Harry Potter books, no one would 
have heard of Hogwarts. 
(a) will have 
(b) had 
(c) hadn’t 

5.  Would your mother like to join us if we 
.......................... to get tickets? 
(a) manage 
(b) will manage 
(c) had managed
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61%
In a YouGov poll on the eve of the vote, 
61 per cent of over-65s said they 
would vote Leave. 
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VOTING
A Chelsea Pensioner, or "In-Pensioner" is a resident at the Royal Hospital 
Chelsea, a retirement home and nursing home for former members of the 
British Army founded by King Charles II in 1682 and located in Chelsea, London. 
Chelsea Pensioners are entitled to come and go from the Royal Hospital as they 
please, and are permitted to wear civilian clothing wherever they travel. 
However, if they travel farther from the Royal Hospital, they should wear the 
distinctive scarlet coats instead of the blue uniform. The scarlet coats are also 
worn for ceremonial occasions, accompanied by tricorne hats. In this picture, 
Chelsea Pensioners are seen leaving a polling station on the grounds of The 
Royal Chelsea Hospital, June 23, 2016.

pensioner person retired from active life receiving a pension payment / retirement home multi-residence 
housing facility intended for senior citizens / nursing home multi-residence care facility for people who 
require medical attention / former ex / to found to create, establish / to be located to be situated / to be 
entitled to to have the right to / as they please according to their wishes / to wear, wore, worn to dress in / 
farther (US)= further (GB) a greater distance / scarlet bright red / coat ref to uniform jacket / instead of 
rather than / polling station location for voting / grounds property.

LONDRES

Royal Hospital 
Chelsea

L’actualité  en imagesGrand 
angle
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Spécial Brexit    Donnez-nous votre avis sur nouvelleformule@vocable.fr

Source: electoralcommission.org.uk, BBC
Graphic: Staff, Tribune News Service

StayHow the United 
Kingdom voted Leave

South EastSouth West

Wales

North 
West

North 
East

Northern 
Ireland

Scotland

West 
Midlands

East 
Midlands

Yorkshire & 
The Humber

Eastern

London

• Voter 
turnout:
72.2%

• Total 
ballots  
33,577,342

• Votes to stay: 
16,141,241

• Votes to 
leave: 
17,410,742

% vote 
to 
leave:

• Rejected votes: 
25,359

48.1%

51.9%

58%

57.7%

58.8%

56.5%

40.1%

51.8%52.6%

52.5%

44.2%

59.3%

53.7%

38%
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Spécial Brexit

WHAT THEY SAID

DONALD TRUMP
“Basically, they took back their country. That’s a great 
thing. I think we’re doing very well in the United States 
also, and it is essentially the same thing that is 
happening in the United States.”

basically essentially / to take, took, taken back here, to regain control of / to do, 
did, done well to succeed / to happen to take place, occur.

JOSE MANUEL GARCIA-MARGALLO 
SPAIN’S MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND COOPERATION
“I hope the formula of co-sovereignty - to be clear, the 
Spanish flag on the Rock - is much closer  
than before.”

(the) Rock ref to Gibraltar.

BORIS  
JOHNSON MP
“We can pass our laws 
and set our taxes 
entirely according to 
the needs of the UK 
economy. We can 
control our borders in a 
way that is not 
discriminatory but is 
fair and balanced. And 
take the wind out of the 

sails of the extremists and those who would 
play politics with immigration. Above all, we 
can find our voice in the world again.” 

MP = Member of Parliament political representative elected in 
Parliament / to pass here to adopt, vote / law legislation / to set, 
set, set to fix, establish / according to depending on / border 
frontier, boundary / way manner / fair just, reasonable, equitable / 
balanced in equilibrium / to take, took, taken the wind out of sb’s 
sails (fig) to undermine, reduce the e�ect of/power of / above all 
most of all, most importanly. 

DAVID CAMERON PM
“I will do everything I can as Prime 
Minister to steady the ship over the 
coming weeks and months, but I 
don’t think it would be right for me 
to try to be the captain that steers 
our country to its next destination. 
This is not a decision I’ve taken 
lightly but I do believe it’s in the 
national interest to have a period 
of stability and then the new 
leadership required.”

to steady the ship (lit) to stop the ship from rocking, 
(fig) to keep things calm / right appropriate / to 
steer to lead, guide, direct / lightly easily, without 
much thought. 

NICOLA STURGEON 
SCOTLAND’S FIRST MINISTER
“I intend to take all possible steps and 
explore all possible options to give effect to 
how people in Scotland voted - in other 
words to secure our continuing place in the 
EU, and in the single market in particular. I 
think an independence referendum is now 
highly likely.”

to intend to to aim to, 
have the intention of / 
step measure / to give, 
gave, given e�ect to to 
apply, put into practice / 
in other words another 
way to say it is... / to 
secure to assure / 
continuing permanent / 
(the) Single Market ref 
to Europe being a 
one-market entity / 
highly very / likely 
probable. 

MARTIN  
MCGUINNESS 
NORTHERN IRELAND DEPUTY 
FIRST MINISTER
“The British government 
now has no democratic 
mandate to represent the 
views of the North in any 
future negotiations with 
the European Union and I 
do believe that there is a 
democratic imperative for 
a ‘border poll’ to be held.”
deputy vice- / view opinion / poll here, 
vote / to hold, held, held to organise. 

NIGEL FARAGE 
LEADER OF THE UK  
INDEPENDENCE PARTY
“Let June 23 go down in 
our history as our 
independence day.”

to go, went, gone down in history to 
be entered into history, become an 
important date. 

JEREMY 
CORBYN 
LEADER OF THE 
LABOUR PARTY AND 
LEADER OF THE 
OPPOSITION
“A lot of the 
message that has 
come back from 
this is that many 
communities are 

fed up with cuts, they are fed up with 
economic dislocation and feel very 
angry at the way they have been 
betrayed and marginalised by 
successive governments in very poor 
areas of the country.”

Labour party British political party of the left, workers, 
Socialists and unions / to come, came, come back 
from here, to feed back, be understood as a response / 
to be fed up with to have had enough of / cut here 
reduction (budget) / dislocation upheaval / angry 
annoyed, enraged / to betray to deceive.
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SUPPLÉMENT VIDÉO
Découvrez le reportage vidéo  
et testez votre compréhension sur 
www.vocable.fr/videos-anglais

   Plus d'infos sur www.vocable.fr

European migration
Migration between Britain and the European Union 
2015

Brtions in the EU
EU citizens in Britain

Total, m:
1.2

3.3

By country, 000

Sources: Eurostat; ONS
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Current UK
EU membership

Standard
EU membership

Norway

WTO membership

Switzerland

Canada

Turkey

Bilateral agreement

Vote
on EU

law

Tariff-
free

trade

Customs-
free

trade

Level
playing

field
regulations

Shared
law

enforcement
programs

Free
movement

of 
people

Schengen
border-

free
area

Financial
contribution

to EU

Eurozone
(Euro as

currency)

The three models
The Norway Model: Norway is in 
the European Economic Area, 
allowing it partial access to the 
EU’s Single Market. Norway also 
contributed financially to the EU 
and is part of Europe’s 
open-border area. 

Bilateral agreement: The U.K. 
could negotiate its own trade 
agreement with the EU, like 
Switzerland, Canada and 
Turkey, with varying amounts of 
integration.

WTO membership: If no specific 
agreement is reached, the U.K. 
would trade with the EU through 
the World Trade Organization, 
without any of the special 
privileges of EU membership.

Full participation

Partial

Source: Her Majesty’s Government Graphic: Tribune News Service

The government of the U.K. has laid out three possible models for its relationship with the European Union after it 
leaves. How the U.K. leaves the EU will affect its access to trade benefits like tariff and customs free trading and 
regulations that promote competition in the market. Also at stake is the U.K.’s participation in other EU programs 
such as the free movement of EU citizens through its borders, shared counterterror and law enforcement 
programs, and whether it will still contribute financially to Europe.

What BREXIT may look like

1. to lay, laid, laid out to present, 
show / to a�ect to impact / trade 
commerce / benefit advantage / 
customs-free exempt from 
customs charges / competition 
rival companies / at stake at risk, 
in question / such as like / free 
movement right of passage / 
citizen resident of a country / 
border frontier, boundary 
between two countries / shared 
held in common / counterterror 
ref to counterterrorism / law 
enforcement application of the 
law and security matters / 
whether if (yes or no). 

3. (the) Single Market ref to 
Europe being a one-market entity. 

4. agreement accord / own 
individual, specific to the UK only / 
amount here, level. 

5. WTO World Trade Organisation  
/ membership belonging to, 
being a member of / to reach to 
arrive at, conclude. 

6. current present / standard 
usual, normal, classic / law 
legislation / level playing field 
equitable situation / regulation 
rule, law / currency system of 
money used. 

1. as of from / to report to convey, state 
news / to remain to stay / Scotland 
country in the UK north of England (capital: 
Edinburgh) / Wales the country to the west 
of England in the United Kingdom / Mid. = 
Midlands (area in the centre of England) / 
turnout participation in an election. 

2. striking remarkable, noticeable / 
amount degree, level / demographics 
population statistics / according to as 
stated/reported by / poll study of public 
opinion / over more than / degree-holder 
person with a university diploma. 

3. counting area zone in which counting 
takes place / census a survey to determine 
the population of a nation / data 
information, statistics. 

4. once the dust has settled (fig) once 
everything has calmed down / visa-free 
without needing a visa / worry (source of) 
anxiety, preoccupation / to loom to seem 
imminent / some here, about, 
approximately / citizen resident, 
inhabitant / to brace to prepare (for sth 
di�cult) / ahead to come, in the future. 

5. Briton person from Great Britain. 

WHAT BREXIT MAY LOOK LIKE

EUROPEAN MIGRATION
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Spécial Brexit I  Brexit  I  ROYAUME-UNI   I   C2

The English are not intellectual,” wrote 
George Orwell. “They have a horror 

of abstract thought, they feel no need for any 
philosophy or systematic ‘worldview’.” Eng-
land’s finest chronicler had a point. The coun-
try is rightly known for its pragmatism and 
suspicion of wide-eyed ideas. This was the 
nation that turned its nose up at republican-
ism, fascism and communism; that has typi-
cally advanced not through revolutions but 
by tweaks and fiddles; and that tolerates the 
ensuing tensions and contradictions like 
wrinkles on an old face.

2. Whence does this predilection for mud-
dling through come? Some point to the Eng-
lish civil war and the short-lived but tyran-
nical republic that ensued. This, the argument 
goes, put the country off purisms of all sorts. 
Religion? The Church of England is more like 
agnosticism with tea. Politics? When the 
French descended into regicide and then 
terror, the philosopher Edmund Burke shook 
his head and later wrote approvingly of his 
compatriots’ aversion to “pure reason” and 

“abstract” principles. To this day the na-
tional character appears, to outsiders, rather 
like the weather: mild, homely, rarely ex-
treme. Violent tempers and upheavals (at 
least, excepting the country’s drinking cul-
ture) are as uncommon on these damp, green 
islands as tornadoes, tsunamis and droughts.

A SHOCK VOTE
3. Thus England’s shock vote for Brexit on June 
23rd—Scotland and Northern Ireland voted to 
stay, Wales to leave—looks like a stark depar-
ture from the country’s usual sanguine de-
meanour. Faced with a choice between an 
imperfect status quo and a leap into the dark, 
this usually practical, cautious people has 
flung itself into the unknown and left its 
leaders, and the rest of the world, aghast.

4. It was not just the fact of the result that 
was unEnglish, but its manner. It was a tri-
umph for a Leave campaign that had con-
spicuously failed to answer the obvious 
hard-nosed questions about Brexit. What sort 
of trading relationship would the country 

THE ECONOMIST

secure? What would it mean for peace in 
Northern Ireland and the future of the union? 
What about Britain’s 1.3m expats in the EU? 
In place of facts, the Brexiteers had furious 
bombast; lurid assertions about immigration, 
sovereignty and national destiny; fantasies of 
purgative chaos. They wanted “their” country 
back. Even the weather was unEnglish: win-
dow-rattling thunder filled the skies above the 
south-east on polling day as torrential rain 
flooded London streets (probably lowering 
turnout in the strongly pro-EU capital).

ANARCHY IN THE UK
5. But buried beneath all the “mustn’t grum-
ble” and “I’m terribly sorry, but…” is a streak 
of rebellion. Think again about the country’s 

1. George Orwell British essayist and novelist (1903-1950), 
author of 1984 / abstract thought analytical process of 
reasoning / [he] had a point there was some truth in 
what he was saying / rightly justifiably / suspicion of 
distrust of / wide-eyed idealistic / to turn one’s nose up 
at sth to reject sth because it is not good enough / tweak 
small change / fiddle act of playing around with sth and 
changing it / ensuing resulting, subsequent / wrinkle 
small line in the skin due to old age. 

2. whence from where / to muddle through to advance 
to a favourable result in a disorganised way / to point to 
to designate, to indicate / short-lived ephemeral, not 
lasting a long time / to ensue to follow / to put, put, put 
o� to dissuade, to demotivate / of all sorts of any kind /  

mild moderate / homely unpretentious, down-to-earth / 
upheaval sudden disturbance / damp wet / drought 
period of very dry, hot weather and low rainfall. 

3. Wales country that is part of the UK (capital: Cardi�) / 
a stark departure from... sudden and complete change 
(stark marked) / sanguine optimistic, confident / 
demeanour attitude / leap into the dark sudden action 
without knowing what the consequences will be / 
cautious prudent, careful / to fling, flung, flung oneself 
to throw oneself / aghast shocked, horrified. 

4. Leave campaign campaign to leave the EU / 
conspicuously noticeably / to fail to not succeed / obvious 
evident, clear / hard-nosed tough, practical, realistic / 
trading relationship export/import agreement /

to secure to obtain / bombast pompous language / lurid 
shocking, sensational / assertion a�rmation, statement / 
window-rattling causing the windows to shake / 
thunder crashing sound that can be heard during a storm 
/ polling voting / to flood to inundate, to submerge / to 
lower to reduce / turnout participation in an election. 

5. Anarchy in the UK song by the English punk rock band 
the Sex Pistols / to bury to put in the ground and cover 
with earth, here, to hide / to grumble to complain / 
streak tendency to behave in a certain way /

THE IMPROBABLE 
REVOLUTIONARIES 
The pragmatic anarchists
Analysis has begun to try to explain the surprise result in the recent U.K. referendum. According to 
a columnist (or editorial writer??) of the weekly magazine, The Economist, which campaigned for 
'Remain' in the European Union, the principal reason behind the success of the "Leave' campaign 
is to be found in the inner rebellious and punk-like nature of a people who are outwardly very 
courteous, pragmatic and indifferent. The article is full of caustic and very British humour!

Supportes of the Leave campagin 
EU referendum in the United 
Kingdom celebrate to see the lead 
for them at a pub in London on 
June 24, 2016. (Kaname Muto/AP/SIPA)

SUPPLÉMENT VIDÉO
Découvrez le reportage vidéo  
et testez votre compréhension sur 
www.vocable.fr/videos-anglais
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Luddite British workers who, between 1811 and 1816, 
protested and destroyed new textile machinery (now used to 
refer to sb who opposes new technology or industrial change) 
/ Chartist 19th century English reformer who defended 
better social and economic conditions for workers / Johnny 
Rotten pseudonym of an English musician and lead singer of 
the Sex Pistols / to be averse to opposed / to fl ip a middle 
fi nger at to give sb the fi nger / establishment the system, 
ruling class / fancy desire / rude impolite, outspoken, frank / 
tea-sipper tea-drinker (to sip to politely drink in small 
quantities) / to stir to provoke, to awaken / odd strange. 

6. seam line where two pieces of material are joined, here, 
vein / level-headed sensible, calm, practical, well-balanced / 

leery wary, suspicious / faith belief, trust / wisdom 
sagacity / common sense good judgment / common 
man ordinary man. 

7. to tap into to exploit, to use / MP = Member of 
Parliament political representative elected in Parliament 
/ expense cost, expenditure / gulf large gap / nativist 
supporter of sociopolitical policy favouring the interests of 
established inhabitants over those of immigrants / 
seething state of anger and agitation / top prominent / 

Bagehot 19th century British journalist, businessman and 
essayist who wrote about government, economics, and 
literature whose name is used on editorials in The 
Economist. 

8. The Peasants’ Revolt revolt across England in 1381 
against high taxes resulting from the confl ict with France 
during the Hundred Years’ War (peasant small farmer) / 
columnist person who writes a newspaper column, 
journalist / smouldering burning / anger rage / broadly 
generally. 

9. to thrust, thrust, thrust to throw with force / to 
dwell, dwelled or dwelt on to speak at length about / to 
back to support / to sell, sold, sold sb a pup to trick sb 
into buying sth that has no value (pup young dog) / 
hard-headed realistic, determined, practical / to cut, 
cut, cut a deal to negotiate an agreement / to 
congratulate to felicitate / to unleash to liberate, to set 
free / inner internal / sensible reasonable / doughty 
brave, resolute / trait characteristic / worldly here, with 
regard to the rest of the world / to reassert oneself to 
rea�  rm. 

history: from the Luddites and Chartists to 
 Johnny  Rotten and Margaret Thatcher, the 
English are not  averse  to  fl ipping  a middle 
fi nger at the  establishment , when the  fancy  
takes them. Its newspapers are much  ruder  
to its political leaders than those of most 
other European countries. Satire has a special 
role in English life. Inside every  tea-sipper  
there is an anarchist waiting to be  stirred . In 
this context the Brexit vote looks less  odd . 

  6.  Especially as the anti-establishment  seam  
does not, in fact, contradict the nation’s oth-
erwise pragmatic,  level-headed  character. 

The English may be sceptical about big ideas, 
but they are also  leery  of authority. As Burke 
put it, their  faith  is in natural  wisdom ; the 
 common  sense of the common  man . Prag-
matism is not the same as deference: Orwell, 
writing of soldiers’ songs in the fi rst world 
war, noted that: “The only enemy they ever 
named was the sergeant-major.” 

  7.  Recent events helped the Brexiteers  tap  
into this instinct: the fi nancial and euro-zone 
crises and the ensuing austerity, the  MPs ’ 
 expenses  scandal of 2009 and the growing 
gulf between cosmopolitan and  nativist  parts 
of the country have all contributed to a quiet 
 seething . As early as January a  top  Brexiteer 

freely admitted to Bagehot that his campaign 
planned to turn the public against its leaders; it 
wanted systematically to delegitimise Britain’s 
pro-EU political, bureaucratic and business elites. 

  THE  PEASANTS ’ REVOLT 
 8.  It worked. At successive Leave events around 
the country your  columnist  encountered  smoul-
dering   anger  about the establishment,  broadly  
defi ned: the banks (especially Goldman Sachs), 
the Bank of England, the business leaders, the 
universities, the “experts”, and Mr Cameron, the 
prime minister who only last May had led his 
party to its fi rst majority in 23 years. 

  9.  What, then, does this tell us about the uncer-
tain new world into which England has now 
 thrust  the United Kingdom? In the coming 
weeks and months Brexiteers and Remainers 
alike will rightly  dwell  on the need to listen to 
an alienated public: particularly voters in the 
post-industrial north, who  backed  Leave more 
strongly than had been anticipated. Yet the old 
English pragmatism is not dead, despite the 
emotional spasm of June 23rd. Voters will soon 
realise that they have been sold a  pup . They are 
surely still practical and  hard-headed  enough to 
want whoever leads the coming negotiations to 
 cut  a deal with the EU that preserves many of 
its benefits; that keeps Britain as open and 
prosperous as possible. For now Brexiteers will 
 congratulate  themselves for  unleashing  the 
 inner  anarchist in a normally  sensible  nation. 
But then that  doughtier , more familiar English 
 trait — worldly  scepticism—must and will  reas-
sert  itself.   l 

   Donnez-nous votre avis sur nouvelleformule@vocable.fr

SUPPLÉMENT VIDÉO
Découvrez le reportage vidéo 
et testez votre compréhension sur 
www.vocable.fr/videos-anglais
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I  Brexit  I  ROYAUME-UNI   I   B2-C1

"THERE'S A 
MISUNDERSTANDING"
U.K. vote was not only about the E.U.
Marc Epstein is the Chief Editor of the international pages of L’Express. He is both French and British and very much pro-
European. He has been following the British 'Remain' and 'Leave' campaigns leading up to the referendum. We asked him about 
his reaction to the results and what lessons can be learned. Here is his analysis of the current situation.

Vocable: What was your reaction when you 
learned about the result?
2. Marc Epstein: Being half French half British, I 
was sad. When you have the two passports, it’s 
perhaps more obvious to see all the advantages 
there are to be part of the same European club. 
At a very personal level, I’m first and foremost 
sad, but I’m also sad because I think, as is often 
the case in any referendum, 
there’s a misunderstanding. 
On the face of it, British people 
were invited to express them-
selves on membership of the 
EU, but it’s not clear when you 
look at the demographics of 
the people who voted to leave 
the EU that they really had the 
EU in mind.

3. Vocable: Why do you think their answer was 
not to the question that was asked?
4. Marc: This vote was first and foremost an 
anti establishment vote. That is a slightly wor-
rying trend. I can understand why some voters 
are angry, but it has to do with British domes-
tic politics and very little to do with the EU 
policy. An angry electorate feels it has been 

VOCABLE BY RONAN LANCELOT

"This vote  
was first and 
foremost an anti 
establishment 
vote."

given a raw deal and it has been told now for 
several months migration played a big role in 
its declining quality of life.

5. There is a small element of truth in all that, 
but the bigger picture of course is that David 
Cameron and his predecessors have cut public 
funds so much that public services are not what 
they used to be. People like me can always go 
around and explain that migrants bring more 
money than they spend, but that sort of explana-
tion doesn’t carry any weight when you’re deal-

ing with an angry electorate.

6. Vocable: Will the UK 
explode?
7. Marc: You would think the 
UK is eternal but, and it is 
an extraordinary thing to 
say, it may lose Scotland. 
There is such a disconnec-
tion between Scotland in 
particular and the rest of the 

UK! Nicola Sturgon, the Scottish Prime min-
ister, has said that a new referendum on inde-
pendence was back on the table. It is difficult 
to question that circumstances have changed!

8. Now, will there be a majority of Scots willing 
to leave the UK? When you consider that Scot-
land’s economy relies heavily on the price of oil 
and gas which has dropped hugely, I’m not so 
sure of that. I would also be surprised if there 
was a referendum in Northern Ireland. Would 
they really want to bury the 1998 Good Friday 
Agreement? l

2. obvious evident, clear / first and foremost firstly and 
most importantly, before all else / on the face of it according 
to appearances, on the surface / demographics analysis of 
where in society the support comes from / in mind idea in 
their thinking, spirit in doing so. 

4. (anti) establishment against the powers in place / 
slightly rather, somewhat / worrying disturbing, causing 
concern / trend general tendency / voter elector / angry 
feeling hostile and annoyed / to have, had, had to do with 
to concern, to be relevant to / domestic national / policy 
plan of action adopted by a government /

raw deal unfair and disadvantageous decisions (deal= 
here ref to policy decisions). 

5. element here part, percentage / truth fact, reality / 
the bigger picture broad, overall view or perspective of an 
issue or problem; here, the main reason / to cut, cut, cut 
to reduce, diminish / funds financial support / to spend, 
spent, spent to pay / to not carry any weight to not be 
believed, be disregarded / to deal, dealt, dealt with to 
cope with, face up to. 

6. to explode to blow up, here to break apart. 

7. to come, came, come in to be entered, here be 
announced / option here, possibility / to be back on the 
table to be up for discussion (again), be relevant, be revisited 
/ to question to call into question/doubt, to contest. 

8. Scot person from Scotland / to be willing to to be 
ready to / to consider to think about, to envisage / to rely 
on to depend on / heavily considerably, greatly / oil 
petroleum / to drop to go down, decrease / hugely 
enormously / to bury to put in the ground, here to 
eradicate, get rid of / Good Friday Agreement peace 
agreement signed in 1998 in Belfast, which created the 
Northern Ireland Assembly.

 

A TALK WITH

MARC EPSTEIN
Editor in Chief at L’Express
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PRATIC’ABLE  /  Grammaire   /  Prononciation & Orthographe

Le dessin d'Yves Cotten

Retrouvez Yves Cotten sur et-compagnie.blogspot.fr/

Soignez votre orthographe !

Le mot taxi, apparu au début du xxe siècle, est 
une abréviation de taximeter cab. Un taximeter 
est un compteur automatique enregistrant la 
distance parcourue par un véhicule. Cab est lui 
même une abréviation du mot cabriolet. Si vous 
êtes rentré(e) chez vous en taxi, vous pouvez dire 
‘I cabbed home’ !

1     Attention aux mots qui se ressemblent ! 

Ecrivez le mot (avec la bonne orthographe) à côté de chaque 
définition.
1.  It grows in your garden ......................... 

Use it to make bread or cakes .........................
2.  Seven days .........................  

The opposite of strong .........................  
3.  You need patience to do this ......................... 

Measured in kilos and grams .........................
4.  A heavy metal ......................... 

What a leader did .........................
5.  To worry unnecessarily ......................... 

Goods,  cargo .........................

Le saviez-vous ?

SOLUTIONS : 1. flower / flour  - 2. week / weak - 3. wait / weight  - 4. lead / led - 5. fret / freight

2     Tendez l'oreille ! 

Mots-croisés 
Mais seulement deux indices : 
- tous les mots ont un rapport avec les chemins de fer.
- tous les mots ont au moins une (parfois deux) syllabe(s) 
qui se prononcent comme le “a” de “day” (carrés colorés)

SOLUTIONS : 

R

G T

T T

TRAIN

A

I

LF

WR

GAUGET

YII

GM

HE

STATION

A

B

L

E
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Ne manquez pas dans le prochain numéro la nouvelle page PRATIC’ABLE : Train, bus, tram

L’anglais dans tous ses états : 
Les vacances approchent !

1 Jeu de mots
Si vous louez une voiture, le vocabulaire n’est pas le même aux États-Unis et 
en Grande-Bretagne. Complétez ce tableau.

Français Anglais Américain

capot ............................................ ............................................

pare-brise ............................................ ............................................

co� re ............................................ ............................................

levier de vitesse ............................................ ............................................

pot d'échappement ............................................ ............................................

plaque d'immatriculation ............................................ ............................................

SOLUTIONS :  

En partenariat avec

2    Si vous faites du “sightseeing” vous aurez besoin de 
connaître ces mots.

Démêlez les anagrammes :

BNTOIXIHEI TRA  LRALYEG TMNUNEOM
 CTEKIT FECIFO USMEMU

DOAUI DEGIU

SOLUTIONS :  exhibition / art gallery / monument / ticket o�  ce / museum / audio guide

Vous partez en voyage et rêvez de vous débrouiller en anglais ? 
Pratiques et complets, les nouveaux guides de conversation Le Robert 
vous aideront à parler une langue authentique et actuelle en toute situation. Vous 
y trouverez aussi des anecdotes savoureuses sur la langue et la culture 
et des phrases audio pour améliorer votre accent. Existe aussi en espagnol.  
Voici quelques exercices conçus à partir du guide de conversation des éditions 
Le Robert, que vous retrouverez une fois par mois sur cette page jusqu'à l'été.

5 mots à mémoriser 
dans ce numéro
event  épreuve, course

mountain bike  VTT

breaststroke  la brasse

pommel horse  cheval d’arçons

rowing  l’aviron

L’expression ‘Hit the road’ signifi e 
« prendre la route ». Le compositeur 
américain Percy Mayfi eld l’a rendue 
célèbre dans sa chanson ‘Hit the 
Road Jack’. La version la plus 
connue de ce standard est celle de 
Ray Charles (en 1961) en duo avec 
Margie Hendrix. ‘Hit the Road Jack’ 
apparaît dans le refrain chanté par 
un chœur féminin.

Il s’agit d’une épouse qui, lassée de 
son bon à rien de mari, le somme de 
s’en aller. Cette chanson serait une 
référence au livre de Jack Kerouac 
On the Road (Sur la route).

A retenir

L'expression idiomatique

FrançaisAnglaisAméricain

capotbonnethood

pare-brisewindscreenwindshield

co� reboottrunk

levier de vitessegear levergear shift

pot d'échappementexhaust pipetail pipe

plaque d'immatriculationnumber platelicense plate
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YURI BUENAVENTURA • ALA.NI
ANOUAR BRAHEM • DANYÈL WARO
BALLAKÉ SISSOKO & VINCENT SEGAL 
DORSAF HAMDANI • LA MACANITA 
BACHAR MAR KHALIFÉ • AYNUR 
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COLOMBIE

LA REUNION

TUNISIE

TUNISIE

BALKANS

BRESIL

ARGENTINE
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FRANCE-MALI
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Culture I  Cinema  I  ETATS-UNIS   I   A2-B1

  V ocable: What convinced you to  shoot  this new 
Independence Day twenty years after the fi rst 
one?
Roland Emmerich: It's a series of reasons: when I 
did the fi rst one, I just didn’t want to do another 
one  right  away because I had so many other 
projects in my head. I also really never liked 
sequels in a  way . And then something really 
strange happened to me; I was shooting 2012, 
and it was the fi rst time I shot a lot of blue  screen . 
I started talking with Volker Engel, my visual 
 effects  supervisor, and we  reached  the conclu-
sion that we couldn’t do certain things, we just 
couldn't because the technology wasn’t there yet. 

VOCABLE

So we waited. It was good that we did because 
what we really wanted was to expand the Inde-
pendence Day universe, to create a parallel uni-
verse to ours where 20 years of rebuilding took 
place and where humans  harvested   alien   weap-
ons  from the  crash  sites of their  spaceships . It 
became richer and richer and richer and we fi -
nally decided to do it. 

  2.  Vocable: Is it a  reboot ?
R.E.: No, it's a continuation. I talked a lot with 
Jeff Goldblum about that, because he's 62 and I 
just  turned  60… and we  ended  up realizing this 
movie is a hand-over to the younger generation. 
I have been very  disturbed   lately  by how divided 
we are in the world. You would think that over 
the years, we'd get  smarter  and work more to-
gether, but then when you look at what happened 
in Paris, or how we live today in America, we 
haven’t learned much!  Obviously  we don’t have 

big confl icts anymore, but we have a lot of little 
ones, and people have a very pessimistic  outlook  
on their future. This is my answer to the  state  
we’re in. 

1. to shoot, shot, shot to fi lm / right away immediately 
/ sequel follow-up, second part to a fi lm / in a way to a 
certain extent / blue screen special e� ects technique 
where actors do a scene in front of a blue screen in a studio, 
to which computer-animated graphics are later added / 
visual e� ects special e� ects / to reach to arrive at / 

to harvest to collect, to recuperate / alien extraterrestrial 
/ weapon arm / crash site place where an object is 
destroyed on impact with sth else / spaceship vessel used 
to fl y to outer space. 

2. reboot remake / to turn here, to become / to end up 
to fi nd oneself (in the end) / disturbed emotionally 
troubled / lately recently / smart intelligent / obviously 
clearly, evidently /

outlook prospect, future vision / state situation.  

roughly 70% cf. § 4

Combien d’expressions connaissez-
vous pour dire 
« approximativement » ?

En voici une sélection :

roughly 70%

approximately 70%

70% approx. 

about 70%

around 70%

almost 70%

just over/under 70%

roughly 70% 

SUR LE BOUT DE LA LANGUE

A TALK WITH
ROLAND EMMERICH
Director

 “A HAND-OVER TO THE 
YOUNGER GENERATION” 
Independence Day for a new generation
(handover passing of control from one person to another)

We saw aliens invading the earth in ‘Independence Day’ in 1996. 
The American fi lm featured the White House in ruins, and our 
civilisation saved thanks to the e� orts of a few good but very 
reckless individuals. It is now twenty years later and unfortunately 
the invaders have called for reinforcements and ‘Independence 
Day : Resurgence’ will be in cinemas from 20 July. We met up with 
the fi lm’s director…

(FMB/WENN.COM/SIPA)

Filming began on April 20, 2015 and ended 
on August 22. 
Principal photography was largely in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

The fi rst Independence Day movie took $817 million at 
the box o�  ce.
Resurgence's budget is an estimated $200 million - $125 
million more than its predecessor.

Des 
places 

à gagner !

sur www.vocable.fr
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can, a Jewish scientist, and a white American 
President working together to save the world. I 
mean where else could you see that? And trust 
me, this was not easy to accomplish. The most 

heroic  part  was Will Smith's, 
and he was written black, but 
we had to fi ght for him. We 
had to really convince the stu-
dio that we had the right  guy . 
They had a whole list of white 
actors… 

  4.  Vocable: In this new one, a 
woman is President of the 
United States… 
R.E.: I'm a big supporter of 
Hillary Clinton, that's no mys-

tery. I was also a big supporter of Obama. Amer-
icans slowly  get  it that it doesn't have to be a 
white guy only. I was  actually   amazed  that 

"I'm a big 
supporter
of Hillary 
Clinton"

somebody like Barack Obama, an African Amer-
ican became President. Do you know that  rough-
ly  70% of people still believe he's a Muslim? 

  5.  Vocable: Wasn’t this movie supposed to be in 
two parts?
R.E.: Yes, when we wanted to have Will Smith 
back, but I think he was just afraid to do it again. 
He's 44; he's not like those  hot-shot  young guys 
anymore, and he was also a little bit worried that 
he was making too many sequels and too many 
science fi ction movies. We wrote two  scripts  
and we sent them to him but he  declined . I was 
very  disappointed , but we  came  up with the idea 
of a new generation who would  pick  up and 
carry the torch. You cannot replace Will Smith’s 
 character  with some other black actor, but you 
can with 4 or 5 young kids!   l 

  3.  Vocable: What  about  people who could take 
this movie as another symbol for American 
imperialism?
R.E.: When I did the fi rst Independence Day, eve-
rybody said I was a hurrah 
hurrah  patriot , which I'm not. 
Honest to God I'm not, but 
then over the years, especially 
when I did The Day After  To-
morrow , which was very 
critical about our society and 
our politics, it maybe became 
more apparent to the people 
that there were other  sides  to 
me. I also learned to be a little 
bit clearer about where I  stood  
politically. With this new 
fi lm, we tried to make it as unpatriotic as we 
could, because we didn’t want it to be perceived 
as the fi rst one was. But if you look at Independ-
ence Day  carefully , there was an African Ameri-

3. what about... what do you think about... / hurrah 
hurrah patriot sb who proudly supports, defends and 
loves one’s country / honest to God... I promise... / The 
Day After Tomorrow Le Jour d’après (2004) / side aspect, 
facet / to stand, stood, stood to situate oneself / 
carefully attentively / 

part role / guy man, person. 

4. to get, got, got here, to understand / actually in fact / 
amazed very surprised, stunned /  

 roughly approximately. 

5. hot-shot energetic / script dialogue and written 
directions for actors to follow in a fi lm / to decline to 
refuse / disappointed saddened, discouraged / to come, 
came, come up with an idea to think of an idea / to pick 
up the torch to take on a responsiblity and continue a 
tradition / character fi ctional person.   

Aliens are back, and they’re 
not happy. (20th Century Fox 2016)

 “A HAND-OVER TO THE 
YOUNGER GENERATION” 

Les mots traduits sont surlignés dans l’article pour les 
repérer plus facilement dans les traductions

NIVEAU AVANCÉ DU SUPPLÉMENT SONORE
Ecoutez le réalisateur d'Independence Day: Resurgence nous parler de 
son fi lm et découvrez pourquoi il a attendu aussi longtemps avant de 
le réaliser.
CD audio ou téléchargement MP3

Des 
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à gagner !

sur www.vocable.fr
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I  Theater  I  LONDRES   I   B2-C1

HARRY POTTER ON STAGE
The epilogue to the final Harry Potter novel on stage
Harry Potter, Hermione Granger, Ron Weasley are appearing on stage in ‘Harry Potter and the Cursed Child, written by Jack 
Thorne, directed by John Ti�any and with the collaboration of J.K, Rowling. It opens in London on 30 July. Details are being kept 
secret for this dramatization of the epilogue of the last novel!

J ohn Tiffany is kneeling at the feet of JK 
Rowling. “Look, I’m bowing before you,” 

he says, grinning broadly as he struggles up 
from the floor. “I have it written into my contract 
that people must kneel to me wherever I go,” she 
says, laughing.

2. This gentle horseplay, for the 
sake of the Observer photog-
rapher, who has asked Tiffany 
to crouch on an uncomforta-
ble box in order to make a ris-
ing scale of elevation for his 
picture, reveals the warmth 
and ease of the relationship 
between the creator of Harry 
Potter and the director who is about to bring a 
new story to the stage in the form of a play called 
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child.

3. Playwright Jack Thorne, who has been en-
trusted with the task of actually writing the 
script, joins in the fun. “Before we go any further, 

THE GUARDIAN SARAH CROMPTON

I apologise for my height,” he says, looming over 
both of them.

4. They are an unlikely threesome: Rowling, 
blond, manicured and glamorous in a sandy 
wraparound dress and matching boots; Tiffany, 

a smiling scruff, 
in jeans and a 
jacket; Thorne 
skinny, balding 
and youthfully 
casual, with an 
intense gaze. Yet 
the friendship 
and ease be-
t ween t hem 

bodes well for the collaboration that has sus-
tained them for more than two years.

THE THEATRICAL EVENT OF 
THE YEAR
5. The production, in the shape of two interlinked 
plays, at a specially revamped Palace theatre in 
London, is by some distance the theatrical event 
of the year. Ever since Rowling announced last 
June that a play about her beloved boy wizard 
would be opening in 2016, speculation has been 

fevered. The anticipation has been increased by 
the fact that the clues dropped, mainly via Twit-
ter, have been few.

6. All we know for sure is that the action begins 
some time near the point the epilogue for the 
seventh and final novel – Harry Potter and the 
Deathly Hallows – left off. In those final pages, 
we saw a grown-up Harry, now married to 
Ginny Weasley, seeing their middle son Albus 
Severus off to Hogwarts. Ron is there with his 
wife, Hermione, waving off their daughter, Rose. 
And there too is Scorpius, son of Harry’s former 
adversary Draco Malfoy.

7. Even in this, the only interview Rowling, Tif-
fany or Thorne will give before the show opens, 
a voluntary vow of silence about the plot is ob-
served. “The epilogue of the seventh book is a 
very clear pointer as to where I was interested 
in going,” Rowling offers, slowly. “It’s very obvi-
ous from that epilogue that the character I was 
most interested in was Albus Severus Potter. 
And you see Scorpius on that platform.” She sits 
back, smiling, Sphinx-like.

1. to kneel, knelt, knelt to crouch, place one knee on the 
floor and one foot in a stance of reverence / to bow to 
incline, here in a gesture of reverence / grinning broadly 
smiling (here to indicate what is being said is a joke) / to 
struggle up to get back on one’s feet with a bit of di culty. 

2. horseplay joking around including physical gestures / 
for the sake of for / to crouch to lower your body close to 
the ground, bending your knees / a rising scale of 
elevation a visual image of people lined up in an 
ascending scale of head height, not necessarily reflective 
of their actual height / warmth friendly attitude towards 
other people / ease here ref to the quality of how people 
relate, without e�ort, casually, friendly, without di culty / 
play theatrical work / Harry Potter and the Cursed Child 
Harry Potter et l’Enfant maudit. 

3. playwright person who writes plays, dramatist / to be 
entrusted with to be given the responsibility of doing / task 
job, mission / actually really / script text of a film or play, 
screenplay / to join in the fun to participate in the joking 
around / to go, went, gone (any) further to continue /

height vertical measurement / to loom to tower over. 
4. unlikely improbable / threesome trio / manicured 
impeccably maintained / sandy colour of sand, beige / 
wraparound dress or skirt with a full length opening that 
adjusts to the body by wrapping around / matching here, of 
the same colour / scru� casual, informally dressed person / 
jacket a short coat (stopping at the waist) / skinny very thin 
/ balding with thinning hair, going bald / youthfully like 
many young people / casual informal / gaze long steady 
look / yet and despite this / to bode to presage / to sustain 
here, to link. 

5. shape form / interlinked interconnected / to revamp 
to renovate, redecorate / by some distance by a lot / 
ever since from the moment when / beloved loved, 
cherished / wizard male witch / to open to be presented 
for the first time / speculation suppositions, conjectures / 

 to be fevered to be frenetic, highly excited / 
anticipation impatience, excitement / to increase to 
reinforce, heighten / clue indication, hint / to drop to 
release, reveal / mainly essentially, principally. 

6. some time at a given moment during / point here 
moment in time / novel book, work of fiction / Harry 
Potter and the Deathly Hallows Harry Potter et les 
Reliques de la Mort / to leave, left, left o� to come to a 
stop or end / grown-up adult / to see, saw, seen sb o� 
to say goodbye to sb / wife spouse / to wave sb o� to say 
goodbye to sb, to send sb o� / former ex, previous. 

7. show here, play / vow promise / plot storyline, intrigue 
/ obvious evident, clear / platform here, ref to the train 
station platform scene in the last film / to sit, sat, sat 
back to take a casual position leaning back in a chair. 

>>>

SUPPLÉMENT VIDÉO
Découvrez le reportage vidéo  
et testez votre compréhension sur 
www.vocable.fr/videos-anglais
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British author J K Rowling, English theatre director John Tiany 
and English playwright Jack Thorne have collaborated in creating 
a new story for the stage in the form of a play called Harry Potter 
and the Cursed Child. (PAT HANSEN/THE GUARDIAN/SIPA)

>>>
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of  confi dence  writing a screenplay but I had 
 supreme  confi dence that Jack was going to write 
the play that I was going to love and he has. So 
you can’t ask  fairer  than that.” 

  10.  Before I met JK Rowling, the question I most 
wanted to ask was why she can’t resist returning 
to stories of her most famous creation. After all, 
she has forged a very successful post-Potter ca-
reer as author of adult novels  such  as The Casu-
al  Vacancy , and the detective series  featuring  
Cormoran Strike, written under the pseudonym 
Robert Galbraith, books that  enable  her to ex-
plore more violent themes and  display  her pre-
dilection for  tight  plotting. 

  11.  Yet having met her, it’s clear that Harry Potter 
has never really left her. “It was 17 years and just 
because I’ve stopped on the page doesn’t mean 
my imagination stopped,” she says. “It’s like 
running a very long  race . You can’t just stop  dead  
at the  fi nishing  line. I had some material and 

some ideas and themes, and we three [she nods 
at Tiffany and Thorne] made a story.” 

  12.  It has been almost a decade since she put  pen  
to paper for the fi nal book in the sequence. “But 
I carry that world around in my head all the 
time,” she  acknowledges . “I am never going to 
hate that world. I love that world. But there are 
other worlds I want to live in too. To be  per-
fectly  honest, I just feel if I enjoy it, I’ll do it – and 
if I don’t, I won’t.”   l 

WORK PROCESS
  8.  The trust and understanding between the 
collaborators has formed the  bedrock  of their 
 joint  creation of The Cursed Child.  Over  a series 
of conversations, and  chunks  of writing, Rowl-
ing contributed ideas. But she is quite clear that 
the play is written by Thorne. “From the moment 
he produced the fi rst  outline , I thought bingo, 
that’s it.” Did she never imagine writing the play 
herself? After all, her other major project this 
year is her  debut   screenplay  for the fi lm Fantas-
tic  Beasts  and Where to Find Them, telling of 
the adventures of Newt Scamander in 1920s 
New York,  decades  before Harry Potter reads his 
book at school. 

  9.  “I am not so arrogant that I think when you’ve 
got an absolutely top-class playwright  offering  
to do it that I’m going to say, ‘Well, I’ve never 
done it before but I’ll do it.’ It’s a question of 
knowing the limits of your own competence. I 
was  reasonably   involved  in the Potter scripts. 
I’m more  familiar  with that world. I felt a  degree  

8. trust confi dence / bedrock base, foundation / joint 
shared, combined / over during / chunk piece, section / 
outline main ideas / debut fi rst / screenplay scenario, 
fi lm script / Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them 
Les Animaux Fantastiques / decade period of ten years. 

9. to o� er to propose / reasonably fairly, somewhat / to 
be involved in to take part in, participate in / to be 
familiar with to know, be acquainted with / 

a degree of... a certain amount of / confi dence self-assurance 
/ supreme here, absolute / fairer here, for more than. 

10. such as like / The Casual Vacancy Une place à prendre / 
to feature to include, give a prominent place to / to enable 
to permit, allow / to display to present, show / tight 
plotting well constructed storyline where tension is well 
established and everything happens for a reason or a purpose. 

11. race a running competition / dead completely and 
instantly / fi nishing line line to mark the arrival, fi nish, 
end of the race.  

12. to put, put, put pen to paper to write / to 
acknowledge to admit, recognize / to be perfectly 
honest honestly. 

"pen" cf. § 12 
L’ordinateur a remplacé le stylo mais 
les expressions avec «pen» existent 
toujours !
to put pen to paper   (prendre la 
plume, commencer à écrire)
to live by one’s pen  (vivre de sa 
plume)
a novel from the pen of JK Rowling 
(un roman signé JK Rowling)

SUR LE BOUT DE LA LANGUE

>>>

Fans queuing for the second part of the 
preview for Harry Potter and the Cursed Child 
play in London's West End. 'Harry Potter and 
the Cursed Child' play preview night, London, 
UK - 09 Jun 2016 (Matthew Chattle/Shutter/SIPA)

I  Theater  I  LONDRES   I   B2-C1
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Échos
Brèves de culture

Congratulations
The late Marvin Gaye, Elvis Costello, 
Tom Petty, Chip Taylor and Chic (Nile 
Rodgers, Bernard Edwards) were in-
ducted into the Songwriters Hall in 
New York City last month. Gaye and 
Bernard Edwards' induction into the 
Songwriters Hall marks the second 
year the organization has allowed 
acts to be inducted posthumously. 
Costello drew laughs, commenting: 
"I am probably the least commercial-
ly successful songwriter to be induct-
ed." 
late deceased / to induct to introduce, here to admit 
as a member / songwriter Songwriters Hall of Fame to 
honour and celebrate the most talented and infl uential 
musicians/composers / to allow to permit, authorize, 
accept / act artist, musician, composer / to draw, 
drew, drawn to attract / the least here, the most un 
(successful).  

A new record
coming up
Fleur East has been busy travelling across 
the world with her hit single 'Sax' over the 
past few months, but that hasn't stopped 
her getting back into the recording studio. 
The UK X Factor star has confi rmed that she 
has been busy working on brand new music, 
which is expected to feature on her second 
album. Fleur even teased that maybe some 
of the new material she has laid down 
might make the international version of her 
debut album Love, Sax and Flashbacks. 
to come, came, come up to be about to appear / hit 
popular, successful musical track / over in the course 
of, during / to get, got, got back into to return to / 
brand new completely new, here original / to expect 
to anticipate, to suppose as probable / to feature to 
be present/included / to tease to tantalise, excite, 
promote curiosity / material repertoire, songs / to 
lay, laid, laid down to record / debut fi rst album.

The 
Theranos 
project
Jennifer Lawrence 
looks set to 
collaborate with The 
Big Short's Adam 
McKay on a new fi lm 
about the 
controversial blood 

testing company Theranos. According to 
Deadline, the actress will play founder 
Elizabeth Holmes, who claimed a revolution 
in blood testing. The claim was over the 
pinprick method of drawing blood as 
opposed to the traditional injection when 
Holmes started the company in 2003. 
However, Theranos is now under 
investigation over claims of inaccurate 
testing, which its founder and executives 
have denied. 
to look to seem, appear / to be set to to be on the 
point of/about to / according to as stated/reported 
by / founder person who creates an organisation 
/ to claim to declare, maintain, assert / pinprick 
minimalist injection / to draw, drew, drawn to take 
/ over concerning / inaccurate incorrect / executive 
manager, senior employee / to deny to refuse to 
accept the idea that.... 

   Retrouvez plus d’infos sur www.vocable.fr
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Binge watching

Not only does Netfl ix know what you've been watching, but how often and frequently. The Beverly 
Hills streaming site's HQ have calculated that there is a science to the type of shows we're prone to 
speed-watch. Looking at how 190 countries consumed 100 TV series, they found that Brits devour 
horror, thrillers and light comedy but savour dramas and anything irreverent. The 4400 is the most-
devoured series in the UK. It might come as a surprise that Breaking Bad falls in the savour camp for 
UK viewers, while the most-savoured is Narcos.

binge watching ref to binge drinking, watching in excess, many episodes of a series at one sitting / HQ = headquarters, 
central o¤  ce / show here TV series / to be prone to to be inclined to / to speed-watch ref to speed dating, here to 
watch a series at an accelerated pace / to consume here, to watch / to fi nd, found, found to discover, to conclude / 
Brit person from Britain / to devour to consume greedily and eagerly / to come, came, come as a surprise to surprise / 
viewer person watching a TV programme (here, Netfl ix) / while whereas.

(D
R)
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Découverte I  Health  I   B2-C1

 5 WAYS TO AVOID SCARY 
MOSQUITO BITES 
Advice for protection against mosquitoes
Summer is fi nally upon us. For some, the promise of sunshine and holidays also means mosquitoes with certain species carrying 
the Zika virus. Latin America, and the Pacifi c and Caribbean Islands are the most a� ected. If your travel plans include one of these 
destinations, there are certain precautions to take. Here are fi ve ways to avoid being bitten.

              TRAVEL SAFELY 
The CDC has  issued  travel warnings for about 
50 countries  regarding  the Zika virus, including 
Mexico and in the Caribbean, Central and South 
America and the Pacifi c Islands. If you travel to 
these countries, try to stay  indoors  behind 
 screens , or closed doors or windows as much as 
possible, especially during the day when the 
mosquitoes are most active. At night, sleep under 
a mosquito  net . 

              CHOOSE THE RIGHT CLOTHES 
 2.  The  right  clothes can go a long  way  toward 
reducing bites. It might seem  counterintuitive  
to  don  long  pants  and  sleeves  in tropical climates, 
but try to cover as much  skin  as possible. 

  3.  Clothing with a close  weave   works  best to 
 prevent  bites, but  layered   loose-weave  clothing 
works  almost  as well, says Joe Conlon, medical 
entomologist and technical  adviser  to the Amer-
ican Mosquito Control Association. 

  4.  And because  bugs  are attracted to  dark  colors, 
 go  for clothes in white, beige or  light  khaki colors, 
he says. 

  5.  Conlon says you can also buy clothing treated 
with a  repellent  called permethrin, which is 

THE MERCURY NEWS/TNS MARTHA ROSS

 marketed  under the name Insect  Shield  and can 
 maintain  its repellency  through  70  washings . 
The  Department  of Defense  developed  this 
technology  decades  ago to protect troops in bat-
tle from  insect-borne  diseases. 

              USE THE RIGHT BUG SPRAY 
 6.  When it  comes  to sprays, not all  brands  are 
created equal. Consumer  Reports   found  that the 
most  effective  repellents for  warding  off Aedes 
mosquitoes were Sawyer Picaridin and Natrapel 
8 Hour, each of which contains a 20 percent 
concentration of the  chemical  picaridin. An-
other good one is Off! Deepwoods VIII, which 
contains 25 percent of the chemical DEET. 

  7.  Not only did these products  keep  mosquitoes 
from biting for  about  eight hours, they are  reg-
istered  with the Environmental Protection 
Agency, which means they are evaluated for 
safety and effectiveness. 

  8.  Consumer Reports  cautions  against using 
many  so-called  “natural” repellents, using cit-
ronella,  clove ,  lemongrass  or  rosemary   oils . 
These products might  smell   nice , but they won’t 
 keep  mosquitoes away for long, and many aren’t 

registered with the EPA. An exception in the 
plant oil category is Repel Lemon Eucalyptus, 
which contains 30 percent oil of lemon eucalyp-
tus. This repellent warded off mosquitoes for 
seven hours. 

  9.  The CDC says DEET products are safe for 
 pregnant  women to use, but parents should avoid 
using picaridin or lemon eucalyptus sprays on 
young children because they can  cause  a  rash . 
  
10.  Consumer Reports also suggests that insect 
repellent  wrist  bands that have been marketed 
as being safer because you don’t have to  rub  
anything on your skin don’t do much good. 
When testers  stuck  their arms into a cageful 

  1. safely without any danger / CDC = Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (disease illness) / to issue to publish 
/ regarding concerning / indoors inside / screen protective 
panel / mosquito net fi ne curtain for keeping out mosquitoes. 
2. to go, went, gone a long way to contribute a great deal / 
counterintuitive contrary to what one’s intuition would 
indicate / to don to put on, to wear / pants (US) trousers (UK) / 
sleeve part of a garment covering the arm. 

3. close weave structure of fabric that is very tight with few 
holes / to work to function / to prevent to avoid, to stop / to 
layer here, to put one piece of clothing on top of another / 
loose-weave with a less compact structure of fabric / almost 
very nearly / adviser consultant. 

4. bug insect /to go, went, gone for to prefer, to be attracted 
to / light pale, not dark or deep in colour. 

5. repellent substance that protects by o� ering resistance to sth /   

 to market to sell / shield piece of armor carried in the hand 
for protection, protective screen / to maintain to keep / 
through during / washing act of washing sth / 
department ministry / to bear, bore, borne to carry 
(insect-borne transmitted by insects). 
6. when it comes to when it is a question of, in matters 
relating to / brand trademark, product / consumer 
customer / report study / to fi nd, found, found to 
discover, to conclude / e� ective e�  cient / to ward o�  to 
repel, to push away, to resist / chemical substance. 

7. to keep, kept, kept sth from (+ger.) to prevent sth 
from / about approximately / to register to put on an 
o�  cial list of accredited (here) products. 

8. to caution to warn / so-called what is known as / clove 
type of spice / lemongrass lemon-fl avoured plant grown in hot 
countries used in SE Asian cooking / rosemary aromatic plant, 
herb / oil greasy substance used in perfumery and cooking / to 
smell, smelled or smelt, smelled or smelt to have an aroma 
/ to keep, kept, kept sth away to repel, to resist.     

9. pregnant expecting a baby / to cause to provoke, to 
result in / rash outbreak of red spots on the body. 

10. wrist band bracelet (wrist part of the body that 
connects the hand to the arm) / to rub to apply / to stick, 
stuck, stuck to put /   

What time of day do 
you prefer?
sunrise  (le lever du soleil) 

dawn  (l’aube, l’aurore)

dusk  (le crépuscule)

sunset  (le coucher du soleil)

Notez que «twilight» veut dire 
«between lights» et se traduit par :

« crépuscule » ou « entre chien et 
loup » (le soir)

« aube naissante » (le matin)

What time of day do 

SUR LE BOUT DE LA LANGUE

1

2

3
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14. Creating a breeze with strategically placed 
floor fans can push weak-flying mosquitoes 
away and also dissipate the olfactory clues they 
use to locate prey, he says. Citronella candles 
have a mild repellent effect but are no better 
protection than Tiki Torches or other candles 
that produce smoke.

          SAFE SEX
15. Men can spread Zika to a 
female partner through sex-
ual transmission, as has been 
demonstrated with 11 U.S. 
Zika cases. However, it’s still 
uncertain if women can pass 
the virus onto male partners, 
or which modes of sexual 
transmission are most risky.

16. Until more is known, the World Health Or-
ganization says men and women returning from 

A female Aedes aegypti mosquito. 
(James Gathany/Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention via The New York Times)

The right 
clothes can go 
a long way 
toward 
reducing bites. 

Zika-affected areas — especially pregnant wom-
en and their partners — should practice safe sex, 
including using condoms or abstaining from 
sex, for at least eight weeks.

17. This recommendation, doubling the absti-
nence period previously rec-
ommended, came recently 
after scientists found that the 
virus lingers longer than pre-
viously thought in the blood 
or other body fluids. If the 
male partner has symptoms, 
a couple should practice safe 
sex or abstain from sex for 
six months.

18 .  W HO s p ok esm a n 
Christian Lindmeier also said that couples 
in Zika-affected areas should consider delay-
ing a pregnancy. l

of mosquitoes, while wearing bands with 
citronella or geraniol oils, the bugs started 
biting immediately.

          STOP MOSQUITOES AT HOME
11. To steer clear of the West Nile-carrying Culex 
mosquitoes, it’s best to stay indoors at dawn and 
dusk when they are most active.

12. To eliminate mosquito breeding grounds 
from your yard, dump or drain water that’s been 
standing for several days in flower planters, pet 
dishes, birdbaths, neglected swimming pools 
and remove old tires, tin cans or buckets.

13. If you want to enjoy your patio or deck in the 
evening, Conlon suggests illuminating it with 
yellow “bug lights” instead of incandescent white 
lights. While the yellow lights don’t necessarily 
repel mosquitoes, they don’t attract them as the 
white lights do.

to wear, wore, worn to carry on one’s body. 

11. to steer clear of to stay well away from, to avoid / dawn 
beginning of the day, sunrise / dusk nightfall, sundown. 

12. to breed, bred, bred to reproduce / ground area, zone / 
yard garden / to dump to get rid of / to drain to empty / to 
stand, stood, stood to stagnate / flower planter flower 
pot / pet domestic animal / dish bowl / birdbath small 
basin in a garden for birds / neglected unused / to remove 
to take away / tire (US) = tyre (GB) rubber wheel / tin can 
metal container / bucket cylindrical container with a handle. 

13. to enjoy to take pleasure in, to benefit from, here, to use / 
deck terrace / while although / instead of rather than. 

14. breeze light wind / fan ventilator / weak feeble, not 
strong / olfactory connected with the sense of smell / 
clue indication / to locate to find / prey victim of attack / 
candle block of wax with a string in the centre which is lit 
to give light / mild light / Tiki torch bamboo torch used as 
a party decoration. 
15. to spread, spread, spread to transmit / to pass sth 
onto sb to transmit sth to sb. 

16. health physical and mental well-being / to return 
from to come back from / 

to a�ect to impact, here, to infect / area region / 
especially particularly / condom male contraceptive that 
is placed over the penis / to abstain from to stop doing 
sth / at least no less than. 
17. previously before, in the past / to come, came, come 
to be revealed / to linger to stay in a place longer than 
expected / blood red oxygenating fluid that circulates 
round the body / body fluid liquid body substance. 

18. spokesman representative / to delay to put o� until 
later. 

4

5
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Découverte I  Health  I  AUSTRALIE   I   B2-C1

Sun cream is a fickle friend. It protects 
against burn-inducing ultraviolet (UV) 

light, but only for a period. And the first most 
people know of when that period is up is the 
sickening sensation that their skin is starting 
to catch fire—by which time it is too late to act.

2. But Justin Gooding of the University of New 
South Wales, in Sydney, Australia, now thinks 
he has a solution for those who might otherwise 

Time to spread it! (Brian Blanco/AP/SIPA)

risk overdoing it on Bondi Beach: a stick-on UV 
sensor that can be tuned to give warning when 
a new slap of protection would be advisable.

TITANIUM OXIDE
3. Dr Gooding’s invention, described in last 
month’s ACS Sensors, is based on titanium 
oxide. This is a compound well known to shed 
high-energy electrons if hit by UV. When those 

electrons interact with water and molecular 
oxygen, they generate reactive groups of atoms 
called free-radicals. Dr Gooding suspected that 
these radicals could be used to trigger changes 
in the sorts of dyes employed to colour food.

4. To test this idea, he and his colleagues filled 
the cartridges of an inkjet printer with a series 
of solutions consisting of three ingredients. 
One was titanium dioxide. The second was one 
of several food dyes, including lemon yellow 

1. fickle changeable, here, unreliable / to induce to 
provoke (burn-inducing which can cause sunburn) / to 
be up to be over/finished / sickening unpleasant / skin 
epidermis / to catch, caught, caught fire to inflame, to 
burn / by which time by then, when. 

2. otherwise in other circumstances, if not /

to overdo, overdid, overdone to do sth too much / 
Bondi Beach beach in Sydney, Australia / stick-on 
adhesive / sensor detector / to tune to adjust / slap layer 
/ protection here, sun cream / advisable recommended. 

3. titanium metallic element (symbol Ti) / compound 
substance consisting of two or more elements / to shed, 
shed, shed to emit /

to suspect to think probable / to trigger to cause, to 
provoke / dye substance used to colour. 

4. cartridge small container full of liquid which is inserted 
into a machine / inkjet system of electrically charged ink / 

PATCHED UP
A new solution to avoid sunburn (play on words with to patch up  to repair and a (transdermal) patch)

The sun can attack your skin in the moments before you apply your sun cream and in between applications. An Australian research 
team has come up with a procedure that warns you when it is time to apply your next dose of protection. Discover their surprising 
method in this article by British weekly, The Economist!

THE ECONOMIST
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  9.  They  therefore  started experimenting with 
 cheap , non-toxic UV-fi ltering fi lms of various 
opacities, and  found  that the strongest of these 
could delay the sensor’s colour change by 9½ 
hours—nearly twice what was needed. 

  10.  As a result, it is possible to  work  out, for any 
combination of skin  tone  and sun-cream protec-
tion factor (from ten to 50), what  strength  of fi lter 
is required to  cause  a particular colour change to 
happen suffi ciently in advance of a burn begin-
ning to form to  provide  useful warning. 

  11.  The colour change is  gradual , so in a commer-
cial product a reference  strip  showing the warning 
colour would need to be included in the sensor, to 
let the  wearer  calibrate what was going on. 

  12.  That done, though, the  upshot  would be 
something that could safely and easily be stuck 
onto the skin like a  plaster , and could be print-
ed in  huge   volumes  at little cost. 

  13.  After use it would leave behind a  sensor-shaped  
 patch  of light-coloured skin. But that is probably 
better than the look of  lobster  thermidor.   l 

and  sunset  yellow, green and blue. The third 
was polyvinylpyrrolidone, a substance which 
 bound  the other two  components  together to 
form a  suitable  “ink” for printing. 

  5.  The researchers then sprayed this ink onto 
 sheets  of paper, put those sheets under a lamp 
that  mimicked  the sun’s  output , UV and  all , 
and waited to see what happened. As a  con-
trol , they put similar sheets under the lamp 
when it was masked with a fi lter that inter-
cepted the UV part of its output. 

  6.  As they had hoped, all of the sheets ex-
posed to the unfi ltered light changed colour. 
The changes most  noticeable  to the  naked  
eye were that the green dye  turned  red and 
the blue turned yellow. By  contrast , the con-
trol sheets  remained  unaffected. 

  A GOOD TIMING 
 7.  The principle established, the next question 
Dr Gooding and his colleagues needed to 
 address  was how to modulate the dyes’ re-
sponses so that they would give appropriate 
and  timely  warning of potential  overexpo-
sure . That  task  was made  harder  by the fact 
that  darker  skin and  higher-factor  sun cream 
permit longer  safe-exposure  periods. 

  8.  To start with, they tried  tinkering  with 
the  mixture  of ingredients in the ink. This 
worked, but only to a point. The maximum 
by which such tinkering could  delay  the 
colour change was half an hour.  Given  that 
strong sun creams and darkly pigmented 
skin delay burn times by up to fi ve hours, 
the researchers realised that they needed a 
different approach if they were going to cre-
ate a useful product. 

sunset time when the sun goes down, dusk, here, orange 
yellow / to bind, bound, bound to stick / component 
element / suitable appropriate. 

5. sheet piece / to mimic to imitate, to simulate / output 
here, rays / and all here, included / control here, standard 
of comparison in a scientifi c experiment. 

6. noticeable signifi cant, visible / to the naked eye without 
the aid of an optical instrument / to turn to transform into / 
by contrast in comparison / to remain to stay. 

7. to address to deal with / timely opportune / 
overexposure exposure to sth for too long / task job / 
hard di�  cult / dark here, brown, rich in melanin pigments 
/ factor here, level of sun protection / safe without 
danger/risk. 

8. to tinker with to play around with, to modify / 
mixture combination / to delay to put o�  until later, to 
slow down / given in view of the fact.   

  9. therefore as a result, consequently / cheap 
inexpensive, not costly / to fi nd, found, found to 
discover, to conclude. 

10. to work out to determine, to calculate / tone colour / 
strength intensity / to cause to provoke, to result in / to 
provide to give. 

11. gradual progressive / strip long, narrow piece of paper 
/ wearer person who wears sth, here, user. 

12. upshot fi nal result / plaster adhesive bandage / huge 
very large / volume quantity. 

13. shape form / patch small area / lobster thermidor 
dish of cooked lobster, here, very red.   

tinker cf. §  8

to tinker  (bricoler, tripoter)

a tinker (rétameur ambulant) est 
quelqu’un qui récupère, ou répare 
des objets métalliques souvent avec 
les moyens du bord.

Lorsqu’elles mangent des cerises (ou 
d’autres fruits), les petites fi lles en 
Angleterre s’amusent à compter les 
noyaux au rythme de la comptine : 

«Tinker, tailor, soldier, sailor,
 rich man, poor man, beggar man, 
thief» 
Le nombre de noyaux indique la 
personne qu’elles épouseront !!

tinker 

SUR LE BOUT DE LA LANGUE

   Donnez-nous votre avis sur nouvelleformule@vocable.fr

NOUVEAU 
& 

GRATUIT 

DÉCOUVREZ NOTRE 
NOUVELLE NEWSLETTER !

Le complément indispensable à la lecture de votre magazine

Tous les mois recevez votre  
newsletter en anglais et découvrez  

ses nouvelles rubriques !

5 expressions à retenir sur un sujet 
pratique (réserver une chambre 
d’hôtel, aller au restaurant…)

L’actu du mois décryptée à travers 
une vidéographie, un reportage 
vidéo ou l’analyse d’un sujet par un 
expert à écouter en MP3

3 quiz : grammaire, vocabulaire et 
un test de compréhension à partir 
d’une vidéo en V.O.

Les personnalités qui font l’actu,  
les chi�res clés qui illustrent  
notre époque, des infos insolites  
dénichées par notre rédaction !

Places de cinéma et de concerts, 
livres, entrées pour des expositions, 
DVD, voyages, CD… des lots à gagner 
pour partir à la découverte des 
cultures étrangères !

 A la une ce mois-ci   

 Testez-vous ! 

 Les Indispensables 

 L’actu du mois : en bref  

 Jeux concours 

Et aussi les coups de cœur  
de la rédaction, des conseils 

langues, des o�res spéciales !

Inscription sur www.vocable.fr/newsletter
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   Bons plans  I  Langues
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LES PETITS BOUTS 
DE LA LANGUE

On le dit souvent, il n’est jamais trop tôt 
pour éveiller les enfants à une nouvelle 
langue. Oui, mais comment faire 
lorsqu’ils sont encore trop petits pour 
partir en séjour linguistique ? Vocable 
vous fait découvrir trois façons d’initier 
vos petits anges à la langue de 
Shakespeare.

PAR EMILIE COCHAUD

  LES ATELIERS  
  D’ANGLAIS  

Ce samedi matin, ils sont cinq 
bouts de chou à envahir une 
crèche de Saint-Ouen. Ils ont 
entre 5 et 6 ans, et chaque se-
maine, c’est le même rituel dans 
ce petit local : une histoire, une 
comptine, une ronde, des images 
pour apprendre de nouveaux 
mots et des jeux de société, le 
tout en anglais ! Bienvenue chez 
The Little Friends, des ateliers 
d’anglais pensés spécialement 
pour les tout-petits. Aujourd’hui, 
les séances sont animées par 
Domitille, une jeune femme 
diplômée en sciences de l’éduca-
tion, qui est née à New York et a 
grandi en Angleterre. Ses petits 
élèves rient, chantent, bougent et 
piaillent à qui mieux mieux. Face 
à ce joyeux tohu-bohu, Domi-
tille, imperturbable, veille à ce 
que chacun participe : les beaux 
parleurs, qui veulent toujours 
donner la réponse, comme les 
petits timides ! Et les enfants 
s’en sortent vraiment bien. Ils 
étonnent même par leur facilité 
à mémoriser et à communiquer 
dans cette nouvelle langue, le 
plus souvent sans aucun accent.

A PARTIR DE 1 AN 
Créés il y a six ans par Stéphanie 
Le Floch, une ancienne profes-
seur d’anglais, les ateliers The 
Little Friends organisent des 
séances d’éveil à la langue an-

glaise dès l’âge d’1 an, à Paris 
et dans sa région. Ils peuvent 
même, et c’est toute l’origina-
lité de cette formule, avoir lieu à 
domicile par la suite. Pour cela, 
il suffi t de réunir au moins 5 en-
fants d’une même classe d’âge et 
qu’une famille accepte d’ouvrir sa 
maison à un formateur le mer-

credi, le samedi ou même en 
semaine après la classe. L’objec-
tif ? Initier les petits à l’anglais 
en suivant un programme péda-
gogique rigoureux, dans une 
ambiance détendue et ludique : 
« Les enfants apprennent très bien 
dans un contexte familier, là où ils se 
sentent bien, donc chez eux ! Et puis, 
ils aiment « aller à l’anglais » car ils y 
retrouvent leurs copains » explique 
Stéphanie Le Floch. Comptez 
390€ pour une inscription à l’an-
née, soit 30 heures d’éveil. 

The Little Friends: 
www.thelittlefriends.fr

  UNE NANNY 
  POUR BABY  

Autre possibilité pour initier vos 
chérubins à la langue anglaise, la 
nounou anglophone ! Une idée 
plutôt intelligente, qui permet 
d’allier garde d’enfant et éveil 
linguistique tout en douceur. 
Baby-speaking, Eveil Bilingue, 
Baby Langues… Des agences se 
sont spécialisées sur ce créneau 
et proposent ainsi les services de 
jeunes Anglais, Américains ou 
Australiens, qui viennent cher-
cher votre enfant à la sortie de 

l’école. Se promener, prendre son 
bain, dîner, lire une histoire…

AVANTAGES ET 
INCONVÉNIENTS 
Les activités du quotidien de-
viennent autant de prétextes 
pour apprendre de nouveaux 
mots et surtout, se familiariser 
à l’anglais de façon tout à fait 
spontanée, en dehors de la salle 

de classe. Seul bémol, une nou-
nou bilingue recrutée par une 
agence peut représenter un gros 
budget si les heures de garde 
sont nombreuses. Compter par 
exemple 27.70€ de l’heure chez 
Baby Speaking avant réduction 
d’impôts et aides de la CAF. 
Et si vous êtes vraiment motivé, 
pourquoi ne pas aller encore plus 
loin et accueillir une jeune fi lle 
au pair ? Cela demande évidem-
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Allemagne

Séjours linguistiques

Emplois, Etudes et Séjours à l’étranger
Construisez votre avenir !

•  Jobs à Londres ou en hôtels UK, Irlande 
•  Summer English dans une université 

anglaise
•   Cours d’anglais (business, toeic, art 

& design, musique, chant ou mode & 
fashion)

•  Séjours linguistiques juniors et adultes 

Garanties & qualité – 20 ans d’expérience 
en mobilité internationale

Pour tout niveau et tout profil,
contactez-nous !

www.euro-practice.com/fr
Tél : 05 63 71 07 01

contact@euro-practice.com

L’ESPAGNOL CHEZ VOTRE 
PROFESSEUR! 

 
Immergez-vous et vivez la 

langue à Palencia en     
Castille-et-León 

 
Des cours particuliers chez des 

hôtes qualifiés 
 

www.encasadelprofe.com 

Espagne

Espagne

Rejoignez  la 
communauté 

Vocable sur

et

RÉSERVATIONS 
PUBLICITAIRES
France - Etranger

Aurélie
01 44 37 97 77

aclerc@vocable.fr

ment plus d’investissement, mais 
peut donner lieu à un échange 
culturel passionnant, pour peu 
que la cohabitation se passe 
bien. Des organismes proposent 
ainsi de mettre en relation des 
familles et des étudiant(e)s pour 
quelques semaines, quelques 
mois ou une année entière. Pour 
vous aider à trouver la Mary 
Poppins de vos rêves, le site de 
l’Union française des agences 
au pair (UFAAP) regroupe des 
organismes de placement agréés 
partout en France.

Baby Speaking:  
www.baby-speaking.fr
Babylangues:  
www.babylangues.com
UFAAP: www.ufaap.org

  A LA MAISON  

En matière de langues étrangères, 
il n’y a pas de secret : plus on y est 
exposé, plus on a de chances de 
les maîtriser. Alors pour aider 
vos enfants à pratiquer réguliè-
rement, il faudra aussi mettre 
la main à la pâte ! Cambridge 
English, l’organisme britannique 

qui développe des examens et 
tests d’anglais, en est convaincu. 
Il encourage donc les parents à 
s’impliquer dans l’aventure en 
proposant un accompagnement 
gratuit pour introduire l’anglais 
à la maison. Toutes les deux 
semaines, vous pourrez ainsi 
recevoir une newsletter avec des 
conseils et des idées d’activités 
créatives à faire ensemble : un 

cahier de coloriage à imprimer, 
des jeux de devinettes, et encore 
et toujours, des comptines, les 
fameuses « nursery songs ». De 
son côté, le British Council a 
créé des contenus intéressants 
pour les petits sur son site et son 
application LearnEnglish Kids. 
Au menu, des jeux, des chan-
sons et des vidéos en anglais. 
Car regarder un dessin animé 
en version originale permet de 
sensibiliser facilement vos petits 
anges à la langue de Shakespeare. 

SENSIBILISATION 
NUMÉRIQUE 
Internet regorgeant de «  car-
toons » pour les bambins, n’hési-
tez pas à piocher dans les valeurs 
sûres et les grands classiques 
britanniques : Postman Pat avec 
son charmant générique, l’ado-
rable Paddington Bear, Peppa Pig ou 
encore Bob the Builder. Et bien sûr, 
si vous n’y êtes pas allergique, 
les Teletubbies, qui rencontrent 
toujours un franc succès chez les 
moins de 6 ans. Une dernière as-
tuce pour ne pas faire décrocher 
vos chères petites têtes blondes : 
choisissez des dessins animés 

courts, de 10-15 minutes de préfé-
rence, et qu’ils ne connaissent pas 
déjà en français. Allez les kids ! 

Cambridge English:  
www.cambridgeenglish.org/fr/cmp/
english-for-children
British Council:  
www. learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.
org/fr
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Les sorties

  DVD  

ROOM
De Lenny Abrahamson
Joy (Brie Larson) a été kidnappée et 
enfermée dans une petite pièce dont la seule 
lumière provient d’une petite fenêtre 
inaccessible. Depuis sept ans, elle subit les 
assauts réguliers de son agresseur et a eu un 
enfant de lui, Jack (Jacob Tremblay). Joy 
essaie de l’élever de la manière la plus 
normale possible dans cet espace confi né… 
Un fi lm oppressant, humain, et un premier 
rôle très justement récompensé par un Oscar 
cette année !
17 € environ - Universal

  LIVRES  

LES AVENTURES DE CHARLOTTE HOLMES
Brittany Cavallaro

Et si Sherlock Holmes et James Watson 
avaient vraiment existé ? Et si chacun d’eux 
avait eu une descendance ? Jamie Watson et 
Charlotte Holmes se rencontrent à 
Sherrington, un collège huppé américain. Ils 
savent tous les deux qui sont leurs arrière-
grand-parents mais ont-ils hérité des traits de 
leurs ainés ? Ils vont vite le savoir… Le premier 
roman de cette trilogie, signé Brittany 
Cavallaro, s’adresse aux adolescents mais 
pourrait bien conquérir un lectorat plus adulte 
tant il est bien conçu. Un des best-sellers de la 
rentrée ?
16,90 € - Pocket Jeunesse 

  FESTIVAL  

FESTIVAL INTERCELTIQUE DE LORIENT
L’Australie est à l’honneur du Festival 
Interceltique de Lorient ! Du 5 au 14 
août, la ville, qui célèbre cette année 
ses 350 ans, va vibrer au rythme d’un 
formidable programme. Danse, 
musique, animations en tout genre 
et découvertes gastronomiques vous 
y attendent. A cette occasion, vous 
pourrez y écouter des invités 
exceptionnels comme le groupe 
irlandais The Corrs, la chanteuse 
américaine Joan Baez mais aussi des 
artistes venus d’Australie comme le 
guitariste Tommy Emmanuel ou 
encore le groupe celtique Claymore. 
Tout le programme sur www.
festival-interceltique.bzh
Armelle Jourdren (stagiaire de 
Seconde au Groupe scolaire Saint 
Vincent de Paul) 

sur www.vocable.fr  jouez et gagnez... 
Des entrées pour des fi lms et des expositions, des CD et des DVD, des romans, des voyages…

   Retrouvez plus de coups de cœur sur www.vocable.fr

  CINEMA  

L’ÂGE DE GLACE, LES LOIS DE L’UNIVERS 
Lors d’une nouvelle poursuite après sa 
noisette, le maladroit petit écureuil 
Scrat se retrouve aux commandes 
d’un vaisseau spatial et cause 
beaucoup de dégâts. Il précipite une 
énorme météorite vers la Terre. Sid, 
Diego, et Manny vont-ils échapper à 
une nouvelle catastrophe ? Entre 
problèmes de famille, problèmes de 
cœur et trois ptérodactyles qui les 
poursuivent, ils devront s’allier pour 
sauver leur planète. Ce cinquième 
volet aussi amusant que les quatre 
précédents n’a pas fi ni de faire rire 
petits et grands ! 
Armelle Jourdren (stagiaire de Seconde au 
Groupe scolaire Saint Vincent de Paul) 
Dans les salles le 13 juillet

LITTLE BIG MAN (1970)
D’Arthur Penn
De nos jours, aux Etats-Unis, un 
historien interviewe l’homme le plus 
vieux du monde. Jack Crabb (Dustin 
Ho� man), aujourd’hui 121 ans, raconte 
son histoire. A 10 ans, il est abandonné 
par sa sœur après l’attaque de leur 
caravane. Il est recueilli et adopté par 
une tribu cheyenne. C’est là qu’on lui 
donne le surnom de « Little Big Man ». 
Les décors sont magnifi ques. La 
musique arrive au bon moment. On 
peut s’identifi er au personnage 
principal. Tout repose sur lui. 
Emile Stoll (Stagiaire, 4ème au collège 
Maurice Ravel, Paris).
Dans les salles le 20 juillet

  CINEMA  

FLORENCE FOSTER 
JENKINS  
Stephen Frears   
Florence Foster Jenkins (Meryl Streep), 
une riche héritière, a toujours rêvé 
d’être cantatrice. Elle chante 
a� reusement faux mais son entourage 
cupide lui a�  rme le contraire. En 1944, 
elle décide de réserver Carnegie Hall et 
de s’y produire pour un soir… Une 

tragi-comédie émouvante adaptée d’une histoire vraie qui repose 
essentiellement sur le duo exceptionnel que forment Meryl Streep 
et Hugh Grant. Reste un mystère entier : Florence Foster Jenkins 
a-t-elle été la source d’inspiration d’Hergé pour la Castafi ore ?
Dans les salles le 13 juillet

LES AVENTURES DE CHARLOTTE HOLMES

Des 
DVD 
à gagner !

sur www.vocable.fr
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I  Humour  I   GRANDE-BRETAGNE

PROTEST
In May, numbers of parents kept their children o�  school for a day in a protest about primary tests in England. 
In June, more than 40,000 parents had signed a petition calling for a boycott of primary school tests, which 
were due to be taken at the end of the month. Parents supporting the Let Our Kids Be Kids campaign 
complained of a damaging culture of over-testing. About 500 people gathered at Preston Park in Brighton, 
including children's laureate Chris Riddell.  "We should be turning children into readers with the pleasure that 
gives, rather than relying on a testing culture," said Mr Riddell.
protest demonstration here, ref to a protest movement / o�  school absent, at home / to be due to to be scheduled to / to take, took, taken to sit, do (an exam) / to support here, 
to belong to / to complain of to express a grievance, resentment, problem / damaging harmful, destructive / over-testing over-evaluating, excessive exam-taking / to gather to 
assemble, get together / to turn sb into... to make sb into... / rather than instead of / to rely on to depend on, have confi dence in. 

THE ARTIST
Steve Bell was born in 1951 in Walthamstow in 
East London. Since 1981, he has written and 
drawn the daily If… strip in the Guardian. In 
addition, since 1990 he has produced four large 
free-standing cartoons a week on the leader 
pages. He has had twenty eight books published, 
including a cartoon autobiography of George 
Bush called Apes of Wrath, and, most recently a 
Tony Blair self-help guide titled My Vision For a 
New You.
strip comic strip, cartoon / free-standing independent / 
cartoon humorous, satirical design / leader page page with 
editorial content / Apes of Wrath literally angry monkeys, also 
ref to John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath / self-help guide 
book on personal development. 
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